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WEIRD NEWS
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D

Dateline: Ohio
Investigators say a bank robber wrote his
demands on a document that also listed his
name and address. According to CNN, a man
entered a US Bank in Cleveland, Ohio, and
handed a note demanding money to a teller.
The note read: “This is a robbery. Don’t get
nobody hurt.” Surveillance footage of the
incident shows that the man made no
attempt to hide his face, although he wore a
baseball cap. Special agent Vicki Anderson of
the FBI’s Cleveland office told reporters that
the man made an even bigger mistake than
showing his face, however. “When the teller
took the note and looked at it and looked at
the other side, she saw his name,” Anderson
said. “He had used a note that he had used
earlier at the BMV and it had his name on
it.” According to the document, the man’s
name was Michael Harrell. His address was
reportedly listed as well. The teller reportedly
gave the man $206 and called him by his
name. After he left the premises, police were
notified and given his information. Harrell
was arrested soon after. The teller claims he
was a regular client at the bank. Anderson
thanked Harrell for assisting in his own
capture. “When you present a note that has
your name already on it and address,” she
said, “it helps law enforcement
tremendously.”

Dateline: India
A young boy had over 500 “tooth-like
structures” removed from his mouth last
week. NBC News reports that a 7-year-old
boy in India was taken to the hospital to have
a swollen area of his jaw examined. The
swollen area had been a cause for concern
since the boy was three, but he initially
refused to cooperate with doctors. His parent
were concerned that the swelling was
cancerous, however, and took him to the
Saveetha Dental College and Hospital in
Chennai, capital of Tamil Nadu. Surgeons
there found a “well-defined bag-like mass” in
his jaw and decided to remove it surgically.
The procedure was a success, and the lesion
was removed. Upon further examination of
the interior of the mass, oral pathologists
discovered “tooth-like structures” of varying
size. It took doctors five hours to
painstakingly remove 526 “teeth,” ranging
from from 1mm to 15mm in size, from the
bag. The hospital made a statement about the
uncommon surgery last week: “In the
pathologists’ own words,” said the statement,
“‘it was reminiscent of pearls in an oyster.’”
The boy reportedly suffered from a rare
condition known as “compound odontome.” 

Dateline: China
Some Chinese cities have banned what’s
commonly known as the “Beijing bikini”—
men exposing their midriff—because it is
“uncivilized.” According to China Daily,
Chinese men will often roll up the bottom of
their t-shirts, exposing their stomachs, as a
way to relieve discomfort caused by high
temperatures. In traditional Chinese
medicine, exposing the belly will shed excess
heat. The act of a man exposing his belly is
called a “Beijing bikini” or a “Beijing belly”
by foreigners. The term’s origins came from a
photo contest held four years ago by the
Instagram group igersbeijing that solicited
images of Chinese men exposing their
midriffs. The Beijinger reports that Chinese
media outlets chose not to defend the custom
and sided instead with foreign criticism.
Although the term had yet to be invented,
Beijing Youth Daily reportedly published
images of men with their shirts partially
rolled up in an attempt to shame them in
2002. Recently, a number of local
governments have banned the Beijing bikini,
along with other actions deemed as
“uncivilized behavior.” Jinan, a Chinese city
in Shandong province, issued a notice last
month that those caught practicing
“unseemly” behavior will be issued a verbal
warning by police. Banned behavior includes
exposing one’s bare feet, spitting on the
ground, cutting in line, bathing in bodies of
water, littering from car windows, creating a
public disturbance and practicing the Beijing
bikini. Handan in Hebei province and
Tianjin have also banned the act.

Dateline: Florida
Authorities have clarified a directive to kill
all green iguanas “whenever possible” after a
man was accidentally shot by an air rifle.
USA Today reports that the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission has
issued a statement walking back certain
aspects of a directive given last month. In
early July, the FWC encouraged homeowners
“to kill green iguanas on their own property
whenever possible.” Green iguanas are an
invasive species in Florida. According to the
recent statement, they can do “considerable
damage to infrastructure, including seawalls
and sidewalks.” Residents were initially told
they could kill the reptiles year-round
without a permit. But issues immediately
became apparent when an iguana trapper in
Boca Raton accidentally shot a pool
maintenance worker in the leg with an air
rifle. According to emergency responders, the
man’s wounds were only superficial. He did
not press charges. In the latter statement,
FWC Commissioner Rodney Barreto said,
“This is not what we are about; this is not the
‘wild west.’ If you are not capable of safely
removing iguanas from your property, please
seek assistance from professionals who do this
for a living.” a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to
josh@alibi.com.
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Charges Refiled Against Padilla
Former New Mexico Tax and Revenue Department
Secretary Demesia Padilla is facing two more
felony counts now that a Sandoval County grand
jury has refiled the charges.

Last year, Padilla was charged with using her
position as the state’s tax chief for personal
financial gain, embezzling over $20,000, using
computer access with intent to defraud or
embezzle and 5 counts of violating ethical
principles of public service.

In May, Judge Mary Sommer dismissed all five
misdemeanor charges against Padilla, claiming an
ethics statute had been inappropriately used by
prosecutors. In June, the judge dismissed two of
the felony charges, stating that they had been filed
in the wrong district.

KOB reports that a Sandoval County grand jury
refiled the two felony charges against Padilla last
week. Each charge reportedly carries a maximum
penalty of nine years in prison.

Padilla is still expected to face trial for the
felony charge of using her position to remove tax
penalties against a former client of her accounting
firm.

New Suit to Protect Chaco
A new lawsuit has been filed against the Bureau of
Land Management over oil and gas lease sales near
Chaco Culture National Historical Park. The Santa
Fe New Mexican reports that environmental
advocates and tribal groups have filed the suit
because BLM continues to approve gas and oil
lease sales near Chaco Park, despite public outcry. 

The new suit was filed last week in federal
District Court on behalf of the Western
Environmental Law Center, WildEarth Guardians
and the Sierra Club. It challenges a number of BLM
well approvals and environmental assessments
made since 2016. This new lawsuit picks up where
a 2015 suit—filed by the same groups—left off.
That suit challenged the agency’s approval of gas
and oil lease sales near the site between 2010 and
2016. In May, the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals
overturned a federal District Court ruling in the
2015 case and made the agency reevaluate five
environmental assessments and 25 well approvals.

The culturally significant spot has been
designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
has been protected from drilling.

Border Patrol Apprehends 225 Migrants
Last week, Border Patrol agents reportedly
apprehended 225 migrants attempting to illegally
cross the border near the Antelope Wells Port of
Entry. 

According to a press release from US Customs
and Border Protection, the group was mainly made
up of Central American families and unaccompanied
youths. Border Patrol EMT workers and the
Search, Trauma, and Rescue team conducted
medical screenings of the migrants before
transporting them to the Lordsburg and Deming
Border Patrol Stations for processing. 

“Criminal organizations continue to exploit
innocent human lives in order to enhance their illicit
gains without regard to the risks associated with
the hazardous practice,” wrote the agency. “In
most cases these smugglers never cross the border
themselves in order to avoid apprehension.”

Acting Homeland Security Secretary Kevin
McAleenan recently told Congress that attempts to
cross the border by large migrant groups were
declining. At the time, he said only four large groups
had been caught since the Mexican government
increased its border security in June. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | ON ASSIGNMENT

District One Update
Haaland meets with citizens

following recent activities on Capitol Hill. After
a lengthy preamble he asked Haaland where she
stood on impeachment proceedings in the House
of Representatives. Haaland told those
gathered—to uproarious applause and shouting—
that “Donald Trump is my least favorite person.”
She then recalled that she had done her best to
make sure he wasn’t elected, but that
“unfortunately, yes, he was.”

Further, she said her staff had anticipated the
question of impeachment and continued, telling
her supporters, “I just want to let you know about
some of the things the House is doing, with respect
to the President.” Those steps toward investigation
and impeachment include moves by the Chairman
of the House Judiciary committee to obtain
relevant testimony as well as steps being taken by
Representatives Elijah Cummings, Maxine Waters
and Adam Schiff, who are all deeply committed to
finding out the truth about Trump’s dealings.
“Overall,” she stated, “my colleagues are moving to
hold the President accountable.”

“Honestly, I don’t have an issue against adding
my name to the folks who want an impeachment
inquiry,” Haaland concluded. As the crowd
cheered, Haaland told them her office had
received over 1600 constituent phone calls
calling for impeachment, but reminded them that
the House has to get the entire majority of her
chamber’s legislative body to vote for
impeachment before any such attempt moves
forward.

On other issues, Haaland was similarly
engaged and committed to progressive ideals and
reforms. She implored her constituents to contact
Senator Mitch McConnell’s office to ask that
important legislation like the election security bill
is reviewed and voted on by the Senate and did
not remain in “McConnell’s graveyard” to
languish like much of the other legislation that

the Democratic majority of the House had sent
the Republican majority Senate during this past
term.

After an exciting hour of recounting her
current praxis as a member of the House of
Representatives, our reporter had a chance to
meet with Haaland as she took questions from
the press. Representatives from the teevee
news and KUNM asked more about
impeachment proceedings and the Trump
administration. We asked Haaland about her
current thinking vis-à-vis the Kirtland Fuel
Spill.

She said, “I met with the new commander
of Kirtland Air Force Base. He has vowed to
make sure that this process [of clean-up] is
transparent. He said that he will open the
meetings up to anyone who wants to attend. I
suggested that he do that. I told him that we
need to make sure that the allied organizations
that are working for this clean-up, they need
to be part of the process. They need to have
access to all the data and information that the
folks at Kirtland are working with. I
understand there was a recent meeting that
they opened up to everyone. I hope that all
will participate. But I do have the
commander’s word that he will keep it
transparent. If he doesn’t, if I hear from
anyone that they don’t feel the process is
transparent, I’ll call him directly on his cell
phone.”

After the event, an energized yet relaxed
Haaland doffed her pumps and walked
barefooted in the heat of the day toward her car
and the next local event. The abortion protesters
were gone, but the old man and his chihuahua
were still there, waving the flag as her motorcade
passed. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
ugust means many things to Americans. The
end of summer drifts lazily upon the horizon,
upcoming elections come into clearer focus

and our elected representatives take a break from
their customary lawmaking duties to return to
their home districts to relax and meet with their
constituents.

Democratic Congresswoman Deb Haaland
returned to Burque this weekend and met with
supporters, the press and the general public this
past Saturday at a number of local events.
Weekly Alibi was there at the Albuquerque
Museum to watch and listen as Haaland
discoursed with a standing room-only
audience.

The gathered crowd was excited to meet
with their elected representative in the
auxiliary auditorium at the Albuquerque
Museum. Outside the institution, about a dozen
“right to life” protesters implored voters to vote
their faith before their political affiliation to
ensure they don’t end up on the wrong side of
the afterlife. They carried scores of malignantly
graphic posters and signs and did the danse
macabre in front of the museum doors, but were
mostly ignored by a group of Burqueños set on
interfacing with a Congresswoman they elected
and jubilantly support.

An old Chicano man sat across the street at
Tiguex Park with his little dog on a fancy leash,
feeding the small pet treats and waving an
American flag as both watched with fascination.
Red, white and blue banners posted around the
perimeter of the museum looked very official yet
inviting as more than a 150 souls headed for the
cool interior.

Inside, as people were seated and the lights in
the auditorium dimmed, it became clear that the
majority of the audience was composed of Baby
Boomers and Gen-Xers. As gray heads bobbed in
anticipation, the only young people to be seen
seemed to be working for Haaland, taking photos,
guiding the elderly to chairs and generally
managing an event that turned out to be much
larger—though perhaps older—than anticipated.

When Haaland finally took the stage, the
crowd, a bit restless from waiting and perhaps
walking in the heat of the sunshine outside,
breathed a collective sigh of relief and came alive.
The meeting took on the vibe of an old-fashioned
campaign rally, as constituents cheered and
electronic flash devices lit up photos
documenting the event.

The Congresswoman from District One kept
her remarks brief before taking questions from the
exuberant audience. Those who asked the
questions were chosen randomly, by lot. Each
attendee was given a ticket as they entered and
then one of Haaland’s assistants drew out
numbers, lottery style, from a hat.

The first question from the audience came
from a man who said he had spent a lot of time

Congresswoman Deb Haaland (D-New Mexico) meets with the press. AUGUST MARCH
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Mariela Ruiz-Angel AUGUST MARCH

Border Concerns Continue
Immigration, violence and their local effects

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
he humanitarian and cultural crisis at the
southern border continues unabated.
At the border that extends about 300 miles

through The Land of Enchantment’s Southern
end, new challenges—including the massacre of
Latinxs in El Paso that left 22 dead this past
Saturday in El Paso, Texas—continue to add
cruel and functional appendages to a
multitenacled problem that has persisted since
last summer—and also seems to grow and writhe
in the calculated chaos invoked through divisive
language coming from Washington.

Here in Burque, the ripple effect from these
events, happening a mere 200 miles south of
Barelas or Ridgecrest or for that matter, Holiday
Park, is noticeable. Here’s a report on the effects
and consequences of living near the edge of the
world.

22 Dead in El Paso
This one’s likely still visible on Wednesday or
Thursday, when the paper comes out; but if you
get your news from Twitter or Instagram, then it
may have already disappeared down the rabbit
hole of allatonceness that Marshall McLuhan
warned our parents and grandparents about. But
this is huge news and it has tragic significance.
We’re aware of the other mass slaughter of
humans that happened within hours of the El
Paso massacre. But as they say in the news
business, that’s a whole other story.

Reports—as this is being written—point to
an incident of domestic terrorism and hate crime
against immigrants and Latinxs. The
premeditated executions were carried out with
an assault rifle at a Walmart store in a
predominantly Latinx area of a city that is
already about 80 percent brown to boot.

The shooter somehow survived his encounter
with police and is cooperating, authorities say.
But the story that he is telling and the artifacts
he left behind, pre-massacre, are particularly
disturbing.

In a missive posted on 8Chan minutes before
the shooting began, alleged gunman Patrick W.
Crusius wrote about the “Hispanic invasion of
Texas” and then threatened immigrants from
Latin America, writing that “our way of life”
could be sustained “if we can get rid of enough
people.”

In El Paso—a place where many Burqueños
have roots—the shock and consequent anger
and mourning over this series of events was
evident in the community.

On Monday morning, after federal
investigators determined that what happened in
El Paso was an act of domestic terrorism, a
reporter from Weekly Alibi reached out to Irene
Vasquez, chair of the Chicana and Chicano
Studies Department at the University of New
Mexico.

A longtime educator, advocate for the
community and the Latinx world, Vasquez told

Weekly Alibi, “In Albuquerque we feel the loss of
those killed in El Paso by an individual
perpetuating a hate crime against innocent and
vulnerable human beings. The cold-blooded
murders make us tremble and grieve
simultaneously. Here in Albuquerque, many of
us, including me, have relatives who live in El
Paso and Juarez and who easily could have gotten
caught up in the shooting. But we are connected
by more than region and kin. Our hearts ache
because we know that this is the result of hatred
and malice stoked by those who look at the
majority of our society, communities of color and
the working class, as worthless and disposable.
No one is free from this basic idea, which also
means no one is safe. Our grief and insecurity
weigh heavy today.”

Burque Equity
Mariela Ruiz-Angel works at the City of
Albuquerque Department of Equity and
Inclusion, where she’s the coordinator of the
Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs. Weekly
Alibi met with Ruiz-Angel on Monday morning
to discuss the mission and scope of her office and
the effects that recent developments at the
border may have on the work they do.

Weekly Alibi: Could you please tell our

readers about your office and how it

functions?

Mariela Ruiz-Angel: The Office of Immigrant
and Refugee Affairs was created about three years
ago—with seed money from the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation—to be an office that was inclusive
to everyone, but especially toward immigrants
and refugees who tend to be a little more
vulnerable; there are many obstacles that they go
through. We thought to create this office as a
connector to the community, a catalyst for the
community. If we see an issue that needs to be
addressed, we’ll be the first one at the table to say
it. We also consider ourselves to be collaborators.
This office is not just myself, it really is about the
community. When Mayor [Tim Keller] came into
office, he created the Office of Equity and
Inclusion under the direction of Michelle
Melendez. Within this division of the office, we
also have an Office of Native American Affairs.

What’s your basic mission?
What we’ve been dealing with is being a guide,
a place for figuring out how to deal with
injustice, how to fight injustice. We start
having that conversation and have had some
great interactions with the community
regarding that. Healing and discussing systemic
issues when it comes to health and
immigration—and equity as a whole, job and
housing equity—is also part of our mission. I
think we’re in this really great spot where we
can have tough conversations, but we’re getting
somewhere.

What are you currently working on?
We currently working with a grant that we got
from Cities for Citizenship. We’re really
pushing people to get comfortable and to begin
the process of naturalization. In the state of
New Mexico, some 57,000 people qualify for
naturalization. We’re working in partnership
with the local community to get more people to
apply for their citizenship. There’s so much
more power there [for the individual]. But
there’s still a lot of fear, fear of giving up their
citizenship in the other place. We also worked
with the asylum-seekers that were coming
through Albuquerque.

I noticed that the movement of migrants
and asylum-seekers through Albuquerque
has tapered off. What’s the reason for that?
I will say that the federal administration
instituted the Remain in Mexico program,
we’ve seen a huge decrease. It just stopped. We
know that there are families in Mexico that are
stuck there.

Are they mostly citizens of Central
America?
Yes, but we’re also seeing a large population of
Central and Southern Africans that are flying
in to Panama [or other Central American
locales] and traveling north to our Southern
border. There are people from Burundi and
Cameroon at the border seeking asylum.

Why do people still head toward the US,
especially given that some residents are
presenting as violently hostile to
immigrants?

My belief is that there this idea that came from
the fact that many of our relatives, aunts and
uncles migrated here 10 or 20 years ago, and it
was much different. They succeeded and
became part of America, part of the melting
pot. Now we’re in a completely different world.
But these are people that came with dreams. I
don’t think many have realized that we are in a
different place now. If you follow the news from
El Paso and Juarez, there are busloads of people
being sent back daily to their counties of origin,
who have to let their relatives know that they
didn’t make it across. The idea persists though,
that there is a better life here. I still believe
that; don’t you?

Yes, but now more complexity is added.
Now violence has been directed against
Latinos at the border. How does that affect
you, the mission of your office, the people
of Albuquerque?
I was born and raised in El Paso. I lived there
most of my life. This is very painful. El Paso has
always been a safe place, a place where crime is
low. In my head I imagined this happening [to
my family] ... The weekly ritual of getting paid
on Friday, traveling between Juarez and El Paso,
having Saturday be the big day for travel and
shopping. You come across with your family.
You get food, you go to Walmart, you do all
your errands together, it’s all about family and
that’s one reason our office is ready to help as
much as we can, as we always have. Todos somos
familia.

News Update
The latest developments from the border:

• The Los Angeles Times reports that the
direct effect of the Trump administration’s
Remain in Mexico mandate has caused a
massive shift in migration patterns. By the end
of June, the US returned more than 20,000
asylum seekers to various border cities in
Mexico to await their asylum hearings. Of the
over 1,100 cases heard by June’s end, none have
so far gone in an asylum-seeker’s favor. Faced
with dire circumstances in Mexico, some are
returning to Central America, where they also
face danger.

• As of Monday, Aug. 5, inland border
patrol checkpoints—like the one north of Las
Cruces, N.M. on I-25—that had been closed in
late March are back in business. Administration
officials said the checkpoints were closed to
help stem the flow of migrants and asylum-
seekers at border checkpoints in El Paso and
Antelope Wells, N.M. The checkpoints are a
required stop for motorists and are located in
the following spots in the Land of
Enchantment: I-10 West—located 22 miles
west of Las Cruces; I-25 North—located 23
miles north of Las Cruces; US 70 East—located
15 miles southwest of Alamogordo; US Route
54—located 30 miles south of Alamogordo;
New Mexico Highway 185—located 13 miles
northwest of Radium Springs. a

Community Gathering 
in Support of El Paso

UNM Chicana and 
Chicano Studies Casita

1829 Sigma Chi NE 
Saturday, Aug. 10,

6-9pm
For more details email

chicanos@unm.edu



Were you drawn specifically to the trees,
the bark and the beetles, or were you
looking for a way to express your
thoughts on the conditions you were
seeing?
I think it all just comes together. You never
really know how things configure in your head. 

Are all of the pieces in this series sourced
locally?
Yes. We bought them as latillas for our coyote
fence about 20 years ago. 

So, they were just in the yard?
I realized the bark was falling off. Well, look
why [she shows me the beetle galleries]. I had
a forester neighbor and asked her, “We just
put this fence up. Is it going to be bad for our
ponderosas?” She said, “Yeah, I’ll give you
something to spray.” That was years ago.
Then the fence blew down in the wind last
spring. I began cleaning that up and I figured
I should take the bark off if we were going to
reuse them. Some of them are just so amazing
that I couldn’t make a fence again. 

Tell me about the process you used.
The first thing I have to do is debark them.
Then I have to steam them to make sure
there is nothing growing. 

Using the custom steamer that your
husband built?
Yes. These were seven feet originally, so I cut
them down to different sizes. After they were
steamed, I cleaned them up, sanded them,
used dental picks to clean out the sawdust
called “frass.” Then I did various things, like
sometimes I oiled them first. Most of these
are finished out with Shiva paint sticks.

How does this differ from your other work?
[Usually] I do Japanese batik called rozome. 

What do you hope that people seeing this
work will think?
I just got through reading a book by Barry
Lopez, Horizon. He is an environmental writer.
He has a lot to say about what is happening
with the environment—the melting of the
Arctic, the glaciers melting which we saw in
Glacier National Park last summer, the massive
forest die-offs, ocean degradation—and he said,
“You can tell people about all this, but it’s
wrong to leave them without hope.” a
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FOUND OBJECTS
BY CLARKE CONDÉ

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

B
unny Bowen’s new work at Wild Hearts

Gallery in Placitas has taken a turn for the

worse. That is to say that her work is

about the trees of the West, specifically the

trees in Placitas, that have taken a turn for the

worse. The deteriorating conditions of forests

have had an impact on Bowen, whose lengthy

artistic career has tended to produce work that

is gentler and more traditional in form. It was

discovering the beauty of the intricate patterns

left by insect infestations that have ravaged

Southwestern forests that both inspired and

saddened her. Out of the long tradition in the

art world of finding beauty in death, Bowen

offers her contribution in the form of the trees

from Placitas, N.M.
Bowen’s exhibit Ask the Trees provides trees

to ask. Written into every piece is the history
of the life and death of that specific tree,
accentuated by the artist and repurposed
through oil, paint and wax to ask larger
questions about our ecological future. Weekly
Alibi spoke with Bunny Bowen about her new
work, how the forests have changed over the
decades and a little bit about hope. The
following is an edited version of that
conversation.

Weekly Alibi: You’ve said this work is
really based on an idea, not a medium.
What is the idea?
Bunny Bowen: We’ve lived in Placitas since
1975 and during that time, we’ve begun to
see trees dying, particularly the pinons all
over Placitas, all over the Southwest
eventually. Then it began in the Sandias.
When you went to the crest, you saw dead
trees. Then there was the horrible fire, Las
Conchas, which we could see from here. It’s
30 miles, as the crow flies. We could watch it
go along the ridge. Then the Los Alamos fire
before that in 2000. And the Yellowstone
fire in the late ’80’s—the really bad one
where we had our skies full of smoke. It
really goes back a long way. 

The real impetus was last summer when
we did a road trip to Whidbey Island [in
Puget Sound, north of Seattle, Wash.]. All
along the way we stopped in national forests
and we stopped in national parks. There was
smoke and there was fire. Everybody was
having a heatwave with higher than average
temperatures. We saw a lot of dead forests
between here and there. Canada was
burning. Montana. Washington. Oregon. All
of them had forest fires. Even Colorado had
one. It was just realizing firsthand, seeing
what we’ve been losing. 

ARTS | INTERVIEW

Seems Reasonable, Considering
Downtown Albuquerque has many amenities, but
one thing it lacks is a large-scale mechanical
roadrunner-like creature made out of repurposed
materials and LEDs roaming the streets to the
terror and delight of onlookers and bar-hoppers.
This creature, dubbed “Cuckoo Beest” (“Beest”
presumably from the Dutch spelling of the word
“beast;” “Cuckoo” likely from its creators’
formative childhood involvement with Cocoa
Puffs) is the dream of Kin Collective. They wish
to construct a Cuckoo Beest and turn it loose
Downtown accompanied by costumed
puppeteers they call “Cuckoo Spawn” who will
guide the creature around Downtown, likely
answering questions and tying up traffic. “By
day,” they say “the Cuckoo Beest will jaunt
through the streets of downtown Albuquerque;
by night, the Beest will transform into a spectacle
of psychedelic movement and light.” To that end,
1415 Gallery (1415 Fourth Street SW) will host
the project launch event SOMOS x KIN
Collective: Prebirth on Friday, Aug. 9 from
7:30pm to 10pm. For more information about this
free, all-ages event, see kincollective.art.

Break Time
Need a break from pretty much everything? The
Sasebo Japanese Garden gardens at the ABQ
BioPark (2601 Central Ave. NW) are
contemplative and serine (when children are
minded). Hour-long tours of the gardens are
offered on Sunday, Aug. 11 at 2pm and 3pm.
Linger before returning to your life (but don’t get
locked in when they close). Tours are included
with your regular admission. For more
information of this all-ages event, see
abqbiopark.com.

Meet Cleaver
New Mexican poet Barbara Rockman introduces
her new book of poetry to cleave: poems with a
reading at Bookworks (4022 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW) on Sunday, Aug. 11 from 3pm to 5pm.
Rockman’s poems delve into “the themes of
aging; our relationships to our bodies; marriage;
and the surprises, griefs, and joys of
motherhood.” Look for our full review of to
cleave: poems in next week’s Weekly Alibi. For
more information on this free, all-ages event, see
bkwrks.com.

Dedication
Mural artists Denise Weaver Ross and Roe
LiBretto have completed their mural at Orpheum
Community Hub (500 Second Street SW) and
are holding a brief ceremony on site to celebrate
and dedicate this exceptional mural with folks
from City of Albuquerque Public Arts and
Homewise on Monday, Aug. 12 at 1:30pm. Come
on down to this free, all-ages event or just honk
as you drive by.  a

The Art Found in Beetle Galleries
Bunny Bowen’s Beetle-Killed Trees

Bunny Bowen: Ask
the Trees
Artist Reception

Sunday, Aug. 11, 1 to 4pm
Wild Hearts Gallery

221-B Hwy. 165, Placitas

PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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Can’t We All Just
Eat Some Cake?

Aux Dog’s The Cake Takes on Half-Baked Bigotry

ARTS | MAGNIFIED

measured and sifted in. The voice of God is
an old plot vehicle, but when driven by an
omniscient baking contest judge with a
British accent, it’s bound to raise a smile.
Add to that the fact that the actors ate real
cake throughout the performance (a task
some actors tell me is more problematic
then you would think) then, at least at the
sold-out performance I attended, provided
cake to the audience in the lobby at the end
of the play, and you’ve got a show that
won’t leave you with a bad taste in your
mouth. 

The Cake is a break from the big picture.
It is a small story about four people trying to
sort out what they believe, from what they
think they should believe. Never an easy
task, one character pauses to consider, “It’s
hard to condemn someone when they are
real to you.” Think on that while you reach
for the milk.

Having four actors, four perspectives and
a bunch of statements that start with “I am”
sent spinning around on one stage set is an
old recipe for fine plays. The Cake is a
modern take on modern issues that are
routed in timeless dilemmas. Sometimes it’s
best not to linger over their origin and just
take a bite.  a

The Cake
Aux Dog Theatre Nob Hill

3011 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
Aug. 9 & 10, 8pm, Aug. 11 2pm

$20 General Admission
auxdogtheatre.org

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

T
ired of bigots? I am. They are
everywhere. I’ve got bigots to the left of
me, bigots to the right and here I am,

stuck in the middle with The Cake. The
New Mexico premiere of the comedy The
Cake at the Aux Dog Theatre Nob Hill is a
play that reminds us that bigotry is not the
sole domain of one particular group, but
rather starts every time you use the words
“those people” to describe someone else. In
our highly charged environment of tribal
partisanship, zero-tolerance condemnations
and gun-wielding, self-proclaimed
constitutional scholars, is there a better
definition to be reminded of?

Centered around a young woman’s return
to her hometown of Winston-Salem, N.C.
for her same-sex wedding, The Cake is
inspired by the incident that led to the
Supreme Court case Masterpiece Cakeshop v.
Colorado Civil Rights Commission. It was in
Colorado back in 2012 that a baker refused
to bake a wedding cake for a same-sex
couple’s ceremony, claiming that he had the
First Amendment right to refuse such
baking because of his religious faith.
Playwright Bekah Brunstetter personalizes
the incident, sets it in her own hometown
of Winston-Salem and beautifully crafts
characters that know and love each other in
ways that challenge the beliefs they were
raised on.

This might sound heavy-handed, but this
is not a dry cake; it is a comedy with many
funny moments. There are jokes, gags and
some philosophy on cake-baking properly

The Cake is substantial and a little sweet. PHOTO BY RUSSELL MAYNOR
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FOOD | KNOW YOUR INGREDIENTS

BY DAN PENNINGTON

Another year and another debate about chile
superiority between half of the Four Corner
states–your silence speaks volumes,
Arizona–leaves us with no new ground
covered, as always. You might remember we
wrote about the debate itself and what it
meant within our current political climate last
month, but let’s dig into the real root of the
issue itself: What are the actual differences
between our chiles? Not based on a level of
pride, not set in stone because of tradition, but
let’s get just straight to the core facts about the
real differences offered between the varieties
found in Pueblo, Colo. and Hatch, N.M. 

Let’s get the most damning fact against
Hatch chile out of the way at the start: Pueblo
was growing green chile long before we were.
To be more specific, multiple Pueblos were
cultivating their plants and seeds way before
we got started with what are our modern green
chile plants in 1894. The plant that is
essentially Hatch green chile (and the truest
form of what a green chile plant is considered
to be and look like) now was originally known
as “New Mexico No. 9” and was released in
1913. I know, it sounds like a Burqueno-made
perfume perfect for those nights in front of the
fire in the dead of December to draw your
lover in with the fresh-roasted scent of mid-
September on your neck, but these plants
were, at the time, a complete breakthrough in
chile-growing technology. 

Fabián Garcia, a horticulturist from New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts aka NMSU, used strains of different of
chile from New Mexico and southern
Colorado to breed and develop a chile that
would match the needs of then-modern New
Mexico peoples. Using 14 different versions of
local chiles such as poblano, negro and others,
the final product was a chile that was hotter
than any of the others while also being a
“larger, smoother, fleshier, more tapering and
shoulder-less pod for canning purposes,”
according to Garcia himself. These seeds made
their way to Hatch, and the rest is history. 

In the truest sense of the word, Pueblo
green chile is technically the original, with
only natural cultivation skill used to create the
plants that exist to this day. That means they
weren’t developed like the ones that grow here
in New Mexico, meaning you can expect them
to be naturally smaller and less hot, typically
landing around 2,000 to 20,000 Scoville Heat
Units, while due to the vast range of strains
here, our chile lands anywhere from 500 to
70,000 Scoville. If heat were a contest (which
in this case, it is), New Mexico is the cut and
dried winner. 

When it comes to flavor, well, honestly,
that’s a preference thing. New Mexico is
known for its high-heat summers with little to

should expect to go out of business within
months. 

It is worth noting that there is one more
contender for the chile crown, though you’d
never know it. Anaheim, Calif. also grows the
“New Mexico No. 9” strain, though due to the
soil and climate of the region, the variance is
too high for it to qualify as official. The
interesting part is the Scoville scale. These
peppers, dubbed “Anaheim peppers” by some
naming genius, have been growing in that area
for over a century, yet they cap out on
capsaicin with a Scoville of 500 to 2,500. If
proof was ever needed that environment is
everything to these plants, this alone is
definitive and damning evidence of the fact. 

It’s a cop-out to say you should eat the chile
that makes you happy, though it is indeed
great advice. Why force yourself to chow down
on something that is either too hot or too
bland for your enjoyment? The trick of
choosing between these two chile giants is
that they both offer something unique and
different based on their growing environments.
That said, New Mexico would win in most
contest settings, whether for heat, variety,
flavor profiles and other arbitrary contest
standards regarding peppers. It just has the
pedigree to succeed. Will this end the chile
war between our two states? That’s doubtful,
but in case any Coloradan reads this and
doesn’t believe me, let me take you to a
farmer’s market in late-September and you tell
me if you’ve ever smelled anything like that in
your state. I’ve got a feeling your mind might
change, even just a little bit. a

A Nonobjective Green Chile Discussion
Okay maybe it’s a little one-sided

no precipitation, helping it keep that dry heat
flavor that has a subtle but spicy bite to it. The
Colorado chile is missing those environmental
factors that add these levels of flavor and
intrigue to the chile, giving it a more even and
straight taste profile, which is fine for onions,
but is a waste on something like chile, which is
the revolutionary in the field for interesting
digestive discourse. Another round goes to
New Mexico. 

What the fight seems to be about, in my
eyes, is the use and preparation of green chile
between regions. For Colorado, it appears that
it’s something that requires multiple steps of
preparation to be used in a dish, with
thickening agents like cornstarch, cooked
down, essentially turned into a salsa verde,
which may explain why so many Colorado
residents I know refer to them as “green
chiles,” a plural that sends chills up my spine
from the wrongness of its existence every time
I hear it spoken. In New Mexico, it’s not that
complicated. Sure, we smother our everything
in a green chile sauce, but we also use it on its
own, near unaltered (sans the roasting process,
because I mean, that’s the best part.) Throw it
on a burger, mix it in with a sausage before
cooking it, chop it up in any dish it can subtly
blend with, put it on your pizza, heck, I even
had a friend whose uncle ate them raw. He
said he liked them with the skin on, which
feels a little serial killer-ish to me, but I digress.
At the end of the day, New Mexico chile wins
on usage, especially in this state, where a
restaurant that doesn’t offer it in some capacity

Share Your Secrets
I received a wonderful letter from Susan S., a
reader who loves the food section (hey, thanks
again for that, Susan!) She mentioned that she
enjoyed the curry recommendations last week, as
she had made it at home herself recently.
Included with that was the whole dish in and of
itself and how to make it, using “Trader Joe’s Thai
Green Curry Simmer Sauce and this time adding
shrimp, quartered Campari tomatoes, and
segments of sweet Vidalias with whole fresh basil
leaves on basmati rice.” Her suggestion, should I
choose to accept it, was to make a call to action
to you, our lovely audience of readers, to pass on
your suggestions for hidden gems at the grocery
store that should be getting a lot more love than
they currently are. So there it is. Is there a dish
you love to make that requires something unique
or different from the store that people don’t
expect? Let me know about it! Write a letter to
the Weekly Alibi, email me at danp@alibi.com or
send it to us via the staff contact form at alibi.com
and I’ll include the best ones next week! Many of
us have a ton of creative cooking styles that we
rarely get to show off, so now’s your chance to be
heard and share that hidden recipe that could be
life-changing for others. I look forward to seeing
the creativity coming through from everyone.

Dishing On Dinner
I guess it isn’t fair to ask for your recomendations
without offering one of my own. Mine’s a simple
one, though it doesn’t require a secret ingredient
hidden on the shelves. Mine’s the way I cook my
steaks, quick and easy. Any cut of steak will
typically work, but I prefer the New York strip or a
ribeye. When the steak is room temperature (for
an even cook), generously season it with a heavy
salt and freshly ground pepper. I cook in a cast
iron skillet, typically with olive oil, and once it’s
reached an even high heat, I lay it in (away from
you, to avoid oil burns) and get started on the
magic. First, I toss in a couple pats of butter. This
helps keep the steak moist and juicy. Then, into
the now melted butter, I toss a few sprigs of
rosemary and thyme. Finally, a few cloves of
garlic, one on top and a few in the butter. Don’t
forget to crack them open before doing so, in
order to get that good garlic flavor. Use that
butter and baste the steak repeatedly with it, and
after a little bit of time (typically enough for the
cast iron to let go of the steak), flip the steak and
get the other side cooking. I go medium rare, and
work purely off of touch, so once you get your
desired cook temperature, pull it out, layer on
more of that buttered oil and herb mix while it
rests, and don’t touch it for about seven minutes.
Once it’s fully rested, dig in. I promise you, this
steak will change your life. a

THE DISH
BY DAN PENNINGTON
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This is enough green chile to last a New Mexican family of four all month! 

Too juicy for some people to handle



The Art of Not Choking
Artichoke Cafe maintains excellence for 30 years
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

($16) which is composed of scallops, shrimp,
calamari, tomato coulis and a lemon-caper
aioli is an absolute delight to eat. Lightly
fried with just enough crunch, this seafood
compilation is the perfect fit for a table to
share. In terms of drinks, there’s an extensive
wine list, a full bar, a sizeable selection of
beers both bottled and on draft, as well as
both classic and signature cocktails. My
whiskey loving heart went for the Kentucky
ninja ($12), a drink featuring bourbon,
Japanese whisky, lavender, honey and lemon.
It wasn’t too sweet, it didn’t have a bite and
it was just a smooth experience from start to
finish. Imagine if you will a chilled hot
toddy, with none of the tea that adds a bitter
layer to the profile. 

For dinner, I went with an old favorite no
matter where I go, the steak frites ($26).
This angus New York strip comes served with
house-cut fries, a tarragon red wine
compound butter and a rosemary demi. The
steak itself was a thick slab with a hefty
crusting. There was just enough marbling
inside to offer tenderness, and the flavor
from the tarragon red wine compound butter
melted over the top kept everything robust
without overwhelming the senses or

BY DAN PENNINGTON

H
ello, readers. Your words have been
heard loud and clear, enough with the
hamburgers, hot dogs, fried chicken and

more. You want me to do my job and dig in
on the high-end places of the city. Your
cultured tastes cannot fathom some of these
lower-end places. Fine. I give in. We have a
policy of not reviewing the same place twice,
and my predecessors have taken all the cool
places before I arrived, so I was left digging
for somewhere we hadn’t been before. Much
to my surprise, Artichoke Café was one of
those places. 

A review in two parts, we’re going to look
at what will work best for you. With a
weekday lunch option, and dinner seven
nights a week, you have the opportunity to
try either, depending on the schedule you
keep. Located in EDo and taken over by new
owners the year I was born, 1989, Artichoke
Café helped create a neighborhood that has
grown and fostered a sense of local
community spaces that helps make it one of
the most unique locations in Albuquerque.
With name recognition as one of the truly
great restaurants focused on fine dining in
the city, the question at hand is whether
they’ve held that standard up for the past 30
years. 

The lunch offerings are not only in line
with the fine dining style they’ve set, but
also affordable. With most options landing
around the $10 to $14 range, you’ll be able
to pull off a nice lunch without destroying
your wallet. For example, the Caesar salad
($10), which features romaine, radicchio,
thyme crouton, pecorino and white anchovy,
is a gentle reinvention of the iconic salad.
Another hot take on an old favorite is their
ravioli ($14) which features wild mushroom
and asparagus, toasted pine nuts, baby
tomato, baby basil and pecorino. It’s pretty
damn hard to reimagine how ravioli should
be made while adhering to the core concepts
of the food, yet this hits that sweet spot. The
toasted pine nut complements the basil with
earthy notes, while the wild mushroom and
asparagus combination gives it the heft it
needs to make each bite feel noteworthy.
Add on the pecorino, with its buttery flavor,
as well as just a hint of nut that ties back in
with those pine nuts, and you get a ravioli
dish that is equal parts familiar and bold,
new and exciting. 

Conversely, the dinner options are just as
creative, with that touch of familiarity that
makes it accessible for those who have
specific taste profiles they prefer to engage
with. For example, the fritto misto apetizer

Artichoke Café 

424 Central Ave. SE
(505) 243-0200

www.artichokecafe.com
Hours: Lunch: Mon-Fri: 11am-2:30pm

Dinner: Sun-Thu: 5pm-9pm, Fri-Sat: 5pm-10pm

Happy Hour: Mon-Fri: 3pm-6pm

Closed Sunday
Vibe: High-end dining in a clean, classy locale

Alibi Recommends: Any of their signature drinks will pair wonderfully with their menu. 

The raviolis are especially wonderful. 

Not featured: 23 knives in the salad
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drowning the steak in too many flavors. At
its best, an angus New York strip should be
able to stand on its own without over-
seasoning, which this steak managed to pull
off flawlessly. 

I finished the meal with the crème brûlée
($8). Featuring a line of fresh blueberries
atop its glazed surface, my only complaint
was more of a preference, which is that it was
a darker burn on the crust than I typically
enjoy, though some prefer it burnt black
(heathens). The crème itself was absolutely
perfect. Firm, sweet, soft and delicious. 

Has the past 30 years helped Artichoke
Café maintain the status of their recognition
as one of Albuquerque’s top fine dining
spots? I feel safe in saying yes. The pricing
isn’t so exorbitant that you couldn’t manage
to pull off a nice date night there once in a
while, and the lunch pricing alone is very
fair, in terms of comparability with other
spaces around town versus quality. Maybe it’s
been a while since you thought about
Artichoke Café. It had been for me, too.
Maybe if someone has been around for 30
years, you should check out what they’re
doing right. a
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EVENT HORIZON AUGUST 8-14

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ

SATURDAY AUGUST 10

SENTIRSE AVIADOR

Join Urban Wellness and Weekly Alibi for the
third annual New Mexico Hempfiesta, on
Saturday, Aug. 10 from noon until 8pm at
Balloon Fiesta Park. This free, family friendly
event highlights all things hemp and medical
cannabis, including a Hemposium with guest
speakers, hemp and medical cannabis vendor
booths, food trucks, a beer garden and children’s
activities, too. There is also live music provided
by fab local acts like Innastate, ¡Revíva!,
Baracutanga, Carrier Waves, Adam Hooks & His
Hangups and Black Unicorn. Parking for this
happy festival, where a splendid time is
guaranteed for all, costs $5 per vehicle so roll
over and get in on the green action and good
vibes associated with hemp, medicinal cannabis
and, of course, Weekly Alibi. BALLOON FIESTA PARK

5000 BALLOON FIESTA PARKWAY NE, NOON TO 8PM

alibi.com/v/6ejs. (August March) a

NEW MEXICO

HOW IT
ENDS

DeVotchKa is an
interesting, genre-defying
musical ensemble hailing
from Denver, Colo. Though
initially characterized by
some rocanrol critics as
purveyors of a thing called
“Gypsy punk,” the band—
which got its start as an
outfit that backed up
burlesque performers—
made a name for itself
as an indie rock band
on the strength of

recorded works like A Mad & Faithful Telling and the Curse Your Little Heart EP. The band of multi-
instrumentalists (Nick Urata, Tom Hagerman, Jeanie Schroder and Shawn King) perform for free and for all
ages at the Santa Fe Railyard Plaza (1607 Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe) on Saturday, Aug. 10 beginning at
7pm. SANTA FE RAILYARD 740 CERRILLOS RD, 7PM alibi.com/v/6pnt. (August March) a

FLOAT ON

Create a lasting memory with your
loved ones at the Water Lantern
Festival. Make your own water lantern,
inscribe a personal message and send
it off to join hundreds more for a
beautiful nighttime spectacle on the
lake. This Saturday, Aug. 10, you and
yours invited to the Sandia Lakes
Recreation Area from 5:30pm to 10pm
for a night of fun and wonder. Tickets
start at $25 for adults and $12 for
youths 8 to 14. Kids get in free. An
adult ticket includes one floating lantern,
a commemorative drawstring bag and a
wristband. Additional lanterns are
available for $15 each. Learn more at
waterlanternfestival.com SANDIA LAKES 76

SANDIA LAKES RD., 5:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/6j6i.

(Joshua Lee) a

A DAY ONCE DAWNED AS
SLEEPERS YAWNED

And on that day, Saturday Aug. 10—for the 17th
year in a row—Madrid, N.M. holds its annual
Gypsy Festival, an event that includes belly
dancing, live music, skilled entertainers such as
clowns and jugglers, locally made food and drink,
tarot readings and a host of Madrid-based
merchants who offer everything from henna
tattoos and handmade arts and crafts to jewelry,
clothing and all sorts of other enchanted and
enchanting cultural artifacts. The daylong event
begins at noon with the gates to the Oscar Huber
Memorial Ballpark opening at 11am and it
continues until 6pm. Admission to this caravan of
late summer fun and frolic costs $10 for adults,
$5 for seniors and teens aged 15 or younger.
Admission is free for children under 12. MADRID

MADRID, NOON TO 7PM alibi.com/v/6l2a. (August March) a

DOWNTOWN KIDS

Civic Plaza in downtown Albuquerque
fills with kids of all ages on Saturday,
Aug. 10 from 5pm to 9pm for the fifth
annual ABQ Kids Rock Festival. There
are bands with kids playing in them,
rock climbing walls with kids climbing
on them, kids’ breakdancing, kids’ crafts,
a fire truck, several food trucks and beer
and wine (not for the kids). While the
event is free, there is a fee for various
jumpers at the event, the proceeds of
which will go to the Albuquerque Public
Schools Education Foundation to provide
school supplies for students in need. For
more information on this free, all-ages
event, see albuquerquecc.com. CIVIC

PLAZA 1 CIVIC PLAZA , 5 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/6pnr.

(Clarke Condé) a

BASHO BOXING

Get your nerdy self on down to
Tractor Brewing Wells Park by
12:30pm with a $5 sign-up fee
on Saturday, Aug. 10 to sign up to
compete in either the Nerd Slam
or Haiku Deathmatch at the Nerd
Slam & Haiku Deathmatch:
Southwest Shootout Poetry Slam.
Poetry titans and haiku warriors
start the war of words at 1pm and
continue on until 4pm when the
winner-take-all prize money is
awarded to the champion. For
more information on this free
event, see getplowed.com. TRACTOR

BREWING WELLS PARK 1800 FOURTH

STREET NW, 1PM alibi.com/v/6lt6. (Clarke

Condé) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF MADRID CULTURAL PROJECTS

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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FRIDAY AUG 9
NATIVO LODGE 2019 Al-Anon Convention. Celebrate new awak-
enings in a supportive environment. 6000 Pan American Fwy
NE. $19-$40. 6pm-noon. 798-4377. alibi.com/v/6oy5.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOTEL ANDALUZ 8th Annual Whole Woman Conference.
Christine Kent leads a conference on feminine health. 125
Second Street NW. $497. 5:30pm. 21+. 243-4010.
alibi.com/v/6kf9.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE All Levels Hip-Hop Dance Class.
Learn the techniques that make this style so much fun to play
with socially and professionally. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15.
7:10pm. ALL-AGES! 440-6265. alibi.com/v/69qc.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL United Metro Relay For
Life of NM. Teammates take turns walking laps to symbolize
the ongoing fight against cancer in this day full of laughs, games,
raffles, music and food. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. 6pm-1am.
ALL-AGES! 262-6010. alibi.com/v/6ly9.

SANDIA BAPTIST CHURCH NM Ladies’ Retreat. Connect the
body of Christ to promote unity, provide encouragement and
stir up love, joy and laughter. 9429 Constitution NE. $25. 6-3pm.
alibi.com/v/6oss.

SATURDAY AUG 10
HUMBLE COFFEE Humble Get Down: A Local Vendor Pop-Up.
More than 10 local vendors and artists sell their wares every
second Saturday. 505 Central Ave NW Ste C. Free. 10am-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 609-7099. alibi.com/v/6l3j.

NATIVO LODGE 2019 Al-Anon Convention. 6000 Pan American
Fwy NE. $19-$40. 6pm-noon. See 8/9 listing.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Amending
Deser t Garden Soil. The class covers the basics of soil
constituents, soil testing and the benefits of the soil food web.
6500 Coors Blvd NW. 9am-noon. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/6od9.

SPORTS
ISOTOPES PARK NM Family Day: Isotopes Baseball Game.
Enjoy a day at the stadium with fireworks to finish the evening.
1601 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE. 5:30-9:30pm. 924-2255.
alibi.com/v/6osm.

OUTDOOR
WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Mesa Prieta
Petroglyph Project: Luncheon with the Founder. Katherine Wells
provides an intimate tour of the preserve, followed by a luncheon
at her home overlooking the Rio Grande. HWY 68. $100.
10am-2pm. 21+. 852-1351. alibi.com/v/6mzx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CHINESE CULTURE CENTER The Wonders of Seven Star Chi
Kung and Special Leg Strength Training. Seven graceful, well-
balanced movements performed in a continuous flow involving
all the joints. The set is designed to promote circulaton and
develop the body channels through which chi flows. 427 Adams
St SE. $85. 10am-noon. 13+. 268-7023. alibi.com/v/6nn5.

HOTEL ANDALUZ 8th Annual Whole Woman Conference. 125
Second Street NW. $497. 5:30pm. 21+. See 8/9 listing.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS “Alice, an Adventure of Wonder
and Wondering” Auditions. Anyone ages 8 to 108 including all
abilities, all backgrounds, from kitchen dancers to professional
dancers are welcome to the info meeting to learn about the
audition and rehearsal process. 4121 Cutler Ave NE.
11am-noon. 13+. 224-9808. alibi.com/v/6lx8.

UNITY STUDIO SoulMonic Sound Healing Journey with Three
Trees: Sonic Alchemy Medicine. An alchemy of shamanic and
contemporary sound healing infused with love and divine guid-
ance. 6855 Fourth Street NW. $35. 7-9pm. alibi.com/v/6ote.

CANNABIS
BALLOON FIESTA PARK Weekly Alibi’s Hemp Fiesta 2019.
Don’t miss your chance to be a part of New Mexico’s largest
cannabis event! 5000 Balloon Fiesta Parkway NE. $0-$5.
Noon-8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6ejs. See Event Horizon.

SUNDAY AUG 11
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days: Calling all Explorers.
A guided journey through the wild world of the park. Climb or
crawl, collect data or draw and get outside in the sun to discover
something new. Then bring inquires inside and put curiosity to
the test. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/6jgk.

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL The Barberologist Showcase
and Network Social. See the stylists showcase their work, give
demos and sign up for giveaways, have food and drinks and

THURSDAY AUG 8
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Crafting for
a Cause. Create special items to warm the hearts, heads
and hands of people in need. Completed items are donated
to local charities. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 3-4pm. 891-5013.
alibi.com/v/6nh4.

KIDS
BOOKWORKS Story Time. Connie tells stories and sings songs
with an occasional craft and snack. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. 10:30am. 344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lp1.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Suzuki Music and Movement
Class for Children. A class for children ages 0 to 4 and
expecting mothers in their third trimester to nurture musical
development, build motor, emotional and social skills, char-
acter development and readiness for preschool. 3215 Central
Ave NE. $22. 9:30-10:30am. (903) 780-1030.
alibi.com/v/6lx2.

LEARN
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Turning Back
Time: Ancient Egypt. Travel back to ancient Egypt and learn
about the foods the Egyptians ate, how they wrote and what
they believed and make crafts. 4:30-7pm. alibi.com/v/6nh5.
Also, Small Business Mentoring with SCORE. Register for a
mentorship in starting or improving a small business. 755
Loma Colorado NE. 6-7pm. 891-5013. alibi.com/v/6nh6.

SELF SERVE More Mindful Sex: Solo and Partner Techniques.
Learn to apply mindfulness-based techniques for more pleas-
urable sex. 112 Morningside Dr NE. $20. 7:30-9pm. 18+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/6obx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MANZANO MESA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Wise
Women Do Belly Dance. Internationally-renowned instructor,
Amaya, leads a class in the art of belly dance. 501 Elizabeth
St SE. $5-$10. 6:15-7:15pm. 13+. 280-3638.
alibi.com/v/6iip.

COMMUNITY

SATURDAY AUG 10
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Salud y Sabor.
A late morning and early afternoon of food, art, health,
culture and entertainment that celebrates communities
and connects families with nutrition, cooking, healthy

lifestyles and play. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
11:30am-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771.

alibi.com/v/6jtr.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
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network in the industry. 4100 San Mateo Blvd NE. $0-55.
6-10pm. alibi.com/v/6osz.

SPORTS
RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY NM United Watch Party.
Watch the home team take on Somos United. 1912
Second St reet  NW. 8pm. ALL-AGES! 900-3909.
alibi.com/v/6p2o.

SANDIA PREP SCHOOL 35 and Older Ultimate Frisbee
Pickup Game. All experience levels play for fun. 532 Osuna
Rd NE. 10-11:30am. 344-1671. alibi.com/v/5u8v.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOTEL ANDALUZ 8th Annual Whole Woman Conference.
125 Second Street NW. $497. 5:30pm. 21+. See 8/9
listing.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Pints and Planks. Have
a pint and start Sunday with energy and a smile. 1912
Second Street NW. $5. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! 900-3909.
alibi.com/v/6jo7.

TINGLEY BEACH Sunset Yoga on the Bosque. This all-levels
flow and meditation is practiced outdoors in the open
space. 1800 Tingley Dr SW. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 362-3617.
alibi.com/v/6iap.

MONDAY AUG 12
!EXPLORA! Makerspace Open Hours. Visitors design a
concept or project idea, create a prototype or test version
of the design and share stories about the process of
creating the project through displaying work or recording
a digital story. 1701 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$10. 3-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 224-8300. alibi.com/v/6ned.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Chair Yoga. Accessible and
gentle yoga for absolutely everyone. 3407 Juan Tabo Blvd
NE. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 291-6260.
alibi.com/v/6ne5.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Yoga with Yoga Zo. Get
a fresh start to the week with an all-levels class. 1912
Second Street NW. $10. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 900-3909.
alibi.com/v/6ce6.

TUESDAY AUG 13
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and
Coffee. Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people
finding their place in the community have a cup of coffee,
hear about new social profit ventures and innovation in a
six-minute presentation format. 624 T i jeras Ave NW.
9-10am. alibi.com/v/6m6n.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Blow Job Grad School with Reid Mihalko. Take
your current skills and craft to Jedi levels. Ask questions
and get advanced-level tips and tricks. 112 Morningside
Dr NE. $20. 5:30-7pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6oby.

OUTDOOR
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Evening Walk in the
Garden. Encounter the wonders of the the early evening.
Discover night pollinators, night-blooming plants and the
lovely tranquility of the garden at night. 2601 Central Ave
NW. 6:30-8:30pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/6o96.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer Swing and Latin
Classes. Explore a different set of dances in each class.
Understand the similarities and differences between each dance
to learn multiple dances at the same time, in a fun method.
5506 Coal SE. $5-$10. 6:30-8pm. 15+. 948-1579.
alibi.com/v/68cd.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Summer Fit Yoga. Cross train
with yoga to enhance athletic performance, gain flexibility and
reduce injuries. All levels are welcome. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE.
$10-$85. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0918. alibi.com/v/6ihj.

WEDNESDAY AUG 14
LEARN
CNM STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER, R204 Fluoridation: Is It
Safe? Explore the downsides of too much fluoride, why fluoride
is banned in many European countries, what is a safe level for
fluoride in public drinking water and more. 835 Buena Vista
Dr SE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 835-5113. alibi.com/v/6p3i.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the
discovery station booth and meet live prey animal ambassadors,
touch biological artifacts and more. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE.
3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 888-8100. alibi.com/v/6n00.

MEALS ON WHEELS OFFICE Meals on Wheels Volunteer Training.
The organization is looking for volunteers to help in a variety
of different areas. 5901 Harper Dr NE. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES!
823-8064. alibi.com/v/6kfq.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Addiction Treatment and Challenges in NM. Dr. Duhigg discusses
the needs in NM and various treatments for addictive illnesses.
1801 Mountain Rd NW. $5-$8. 6:30-8pm. 13+. 841-2840.
alibi.com/v/6o0f.

RAYMOND G. SANCHEZ COMMUNITY CENTER Town Hall
Meeting with NM Public Regulation Commissioner Cynthia B.
Hall. Topics for this meeting include commission activity and
renewable energy in NM. 9800 Fourth Street NW. 6-7:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 235-8013. alibi.com/v/6p2x.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOSPICE OF NEW MEXICO Grief Support Group. A chance to
come together with others who are facing challenges after the
loss of a loved one and an opportunity to learn and listen, for
conversation and comfort. 2900 Louisiana Blvd NE. 6-7:30pm.
18+. 872-2300. alibi.com/v/6mkq.

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer and Intermediate
Argentine Tango. Learn the basics and fundamentals of this
amazing dance and delve further into the techniques and
secrets that make this style unforgettable. 5506 Coal SE.
$10-$17. 7:30-9pm. 15+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/69gy.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Teen and Adult Ballet Class
with Christin Severini. This class is for intermediate and advanced
level teens and adults looking for a technically challenging
traditional class with an emphasis on movement, emotional
expression and artistr y. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15-$60.
7:15-8:30pm. 13+. (802) 503-4363. alibi.com/v/6a4z.

MONDAY AUG 12
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY The Liars’ Game. An
interactive game show where three storytellers tell two
true stories and one fake story and the audience votes
to determine the liar. 3503 Central Ave NE. $5. 7pm.

13+. 227-7378. alibi.com/v/6nxk.

SUNDAY AUG 11
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER

Permaculture Workshop Series: Life in the Soil. The
workshop explores the soil food web including a close

look at microscopic life found within the soil.
Registration recommended. 6500 Coors Blvd NW.

10am-1pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/6ode.
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THURSDAY AUG 8
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Kris Lackey: Greasy Bend. The author reads from
and discusses her new work. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 6pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lp2.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE The Alpha Cats and Christine
Fawson Group. Hear jazz standards and originals played live. 210
Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7:30pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/v/6jkm.

LEARN
SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF VISUAL ARTS Figure Drawing. Sharpen
figurative skills working from a live model in a relaxing and supportive
environment. All skill levels and media welcome (no photography).
5000 Marble Ave. NE. 7-9pm. 18+. 254-7575. alibi.com/v/6jrg.

FRIDAY AUG 9
WORDS
TORTUGA GALLERY Book Release Party for Chelsea Bunn. The
author reads from and discusses new poetic works. 901 Edith Blvd
SE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 506-0820. alibi.com/v/6ogl.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK ABQ Slams’ 16th Annual
Southwest Shootout Regional Poetry Slam Championship Prelim.
The preliminary team slams and competes in the individual slam.
1800 Fourth Street NW. 7-11:59pm. ALL-AGES! 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/6lp4.

WAREHOUSE 508 ABQ Unidos Poetry Slam. An open mic and
poetry slam just for youth. 508 First Street NW. 7-9pm. 13+.
296-2738. alibi.com/v/5yep.

ART
EXHIBIT/208 Daniel Peebles: Mise-en-Scene. Daniel’s photographic
work covers decades of investigations of the notions of family. 208
Broadway Blvd SE. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 450-6884. alibi.com/v/6ohc.

STAGE
AIRDANCE ARTSPACE Mix Tape. An acrobatic theatrical explosion,
revealing the strange as the performers examine the unbridled and
playful aspects of rock and roll through the beauty and danger of
aerial arts. 3030 Isleta Blvd SW. $15. 8pm. ALL-AGES! 675-0727.
alibi.com/v/6mqk.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Cake: A Southwest Premiere. A play that
is funny but, also investigative of the conservative and liberal divide
in the country. The show is not overtly political but, the characters
struggle with the challenges of a changing America. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 8pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/6l0z.

VORTEX THEATRE Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged.
All 37 of Shakespeare’s plays in 97 minutes of fast, funny mayhem,
by just 3 men playing all characters. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $24.
7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/6ndj.

SATURDAY AUG 10
CFA DOWNTOWN Joshua Lorris, Lauren Coons and Clara Byom
Live. An evening of music, dance, theatre and improvisation. 113
Fourth Street NW. $10. 7pm. ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020.
alibi.com/v/6msb.

ARTS & LIT

WORDS
BOOKWORKS Author Meet and Greet. Award-winning author Amanda
Skenandore promotes her new novel The Undertaker’s Assistant.
4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 1-2pm. ALL-AGES! 344-8193.
alibi.com/v/6p3h.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 16th Annual Southwest Shootout
Regional Poetry Slam Championship. An evening of high-level
performance poetry with ten of the top stage poets in the Southwest
in poetic competition. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7:30pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/6jkn.

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles.
Author David Ryan presents a talk about his book and shares his
favorite hikes and stories of his adventures. 6510 Western Trail NW.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 505-899-0205, ext. 335. alibi.com/v/6kak.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Nerd Slam and Haiku Death
Match. Hear local poets battle for the big prize. 1800 Fourth Street
NW. 1pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/6lt6.

ART
BOSQUE BREWERY PUBLIC HOUSE The 2nd Annual Heart of Art.
Over a dozen local artists sell their arts and crafts including t-shirts,
prints, stickers, pottery and more. DJ Anjo and DJ Wae Fonkey provide
beats. 106 Girard Blvd SE. 3-8pm. 21+. 907-4007.
alibi.com/v/6opk.

LOS RANCHOS VILLAGE HALL, Los Ranchos Los Ranchos Art
Market. Find handcrafted jewelry, pottery, woodwork, needlecraft
and fabric accessories, sculpture, soap and seasonal produce,
honey, plants, herbs and more as well as food and live music. 6718
Rio Grande Blvd NW. 7am-noon. ALL-AGES! 344-6582.
alibi.com/v/6hbh.

OT CIRCUS GALLERY Artist Maket and Pop-Up Shop. A bevy of
local artists, crafters and makers showing and selling their creations
both inside the gallery and outside in the lot. 709 Central Ave NW.
10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 415-4643. alibi.com/v/6nvy.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Enchanted Painters Demonstration.
See the exhibit and join Lynn Miller as she demonstrates tole
painting. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 11am-12:30pm. 764-1742.
alibi.com/v/6n09.

WRIGHT’S INDIAN ART Hangin’ with the Masters: 2nd Annual Artist
Showcase. Thirteen Native American artists offer handmade, one-
of-a-kind pieces as well as meaningful connections in an intimate
venue. 2677 Louisiana Blvd. 11am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 266-0120.
alibi.com/v/6o0s.

STAGE
AIRDANCE ARTSPACE Mix Tape. 3030 Isleta Blvd SW. $15. 8pm.
ALL-AGES! See 8/9 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Cake: A Southwest Premiere. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 8pm. See 8/9 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged.
2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $24. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 8/9 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Moonrise Concert
with CW Ayon. The award-winning musician serves up blues of the
Mississippi Delta with a side of green chile. Bring a picnic or enjoy
food from a local food truck. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 6-8:30pm.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/6oda.

ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Casey Mortensen. Catch a perform-
ance from the local singer-songwriter. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE. $2.
7-9pm. alibi.com/v/6juc.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

FRIDAY AUG 9
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo

NM Imagine: Presented by Dance Expose Productions. Over
20 works by company members and the legendary Edye
Allen, this show is full of a wide variety of edgy, timeless,
nostalgic, thought-provoking pieces in nearly every genre
and time period. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. $18-$22. 13+.

610-6064. alibi.com/v/6ofr.

FRIDAY AUG 9
KIMO THEATRE The Best 48 Hour Films 2019. Filmmakers
from Albuquerque compete to see who can make the best
short film in only 48 hours. 423 Central Ave NW. 7-9pm.

768-3544. alibi.com/v/6o7u.
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LEARN
SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF VISUAL ARTS Summer Art Classes.
Welcome to community art classes for adults and children. Explore
painting, drawing, digital painting, print making and stop motion
animation. $10-$15. 9am-noon. 13+. alibi.com/v/6l5b. Also, Digital
Painting Workshops. Learn basic to advanced techniques. Start
from scratch or bring in your own projects for critique. Participants
should have their own computer and tablet with a 2D art program
installed. $180. 9am-noon. 13+. alibi.com/v/6mox. Also, 5000
Marble Ave. NE. $10-$15. 11am. 13+. 254-7575. alibi.com/v/6lxp.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Support Standing Rock Water Protector. Watch
The Eagle and the Condor, a must-see documentary film about
Standing Rock. 3405 Central Ave NE. $8. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES!
255-1848. alibi.com/v/6nea.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Making Change: Neighborhoods
at a Crossroads. Filmmakers Anthony DellaFlora and Charles “Bazz”
McClain give a special presentation on their documentary film
series. 423 Central Ave NE. 10:30am-noon. ALL-AGES! 848-1376.
alibi.com/v/6n0d.

SUNDAY AUG 11
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Barbara Rockman: To Cleave. The author reads from
and discusses her new work. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 3pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lt7.

STAGE
AIRDANCE ARTSPACE Mix Tape. 3030 Isleta Blvd SW. $15. 8pm.
ALL-AGES! See 8/9 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Cake: A Southwest Premiere. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 8pm. See 8/9 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE Complete works of William Shakespeare, Abridged.
2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $24. 2-4pm. 13+. See 8/9 listing.

LEARN
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Sip and Strum.
Enjoy wine, cider and craft beer while learning to play guitar. 4500
Arrowhead Ridge Dr SE. $30. 5-7pm. 21+. 896-8579.
alibi.com/v/6oez.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Sunday Movie: Escape Room. Catch
a screening of the film starring Jodi Foster, rated PG-13. 8081
Central Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/6mzr.

GUILD CINEMA NM Entertainment Presents ’80s Sunday Matinee:
The Last Dragon. Catch a screening of the classic martial arts flick.
3405 Central Ave NE. $8. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 450-4706.
alibi.com/v/6lut.

MONDAY AUG 12
LEARN
BRAD ANDERSON GUITARS Find Your Authentic Voice Singing
Workshop. Beginning to intermediate singers learn vocal mastery
and the art of singing freely with group exercises and tips and tricks
for finding your true natural voice. Stay for a vocal jam. $20.
6-8:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6ogp. Also, Circle Singing and Vocal
Improvisation. Gain musical elasticity with your voice and learn
musical expression to come through with Holistic Voice Lab’s 9-
week program based on the work of Bobby McFerrin. Pre-registration
required. 404 San Felipe St NW. $12-$20. 7:30pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/6ogq.

TUESDAY AUG 13
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Wingbeats Poetry Workshop. A poetry workshop
hosted by Dos Gatos Press with writing prompts from the Wingbeats
anthologies. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 6pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/v/6lt8.

WEDNESDAY AUG 14
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Book Club. The monthly book club discusses Louise
Erdrich’s Plague of Doves. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 6:30pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lt9.

ART
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Trace. 3812
Central Ave SE. 1pm. See 8/8 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL BALLOON
MUSEUM Albuquerque Concert Band. Enjoy exciting live music
with the family. 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES!
768-6020. alibi.com/v/6p9h.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Peyote Stitch Bracelet. Learn to make a flat

SATURDAY AUG 10
CASA SAN YSIDRO, Corrales Traditional Food and Wine.
Explore the rich history of food and wine in NM with Little
Dirt Farms’ Rachel Hillier. Learn about prohibition and how

locals made wine. 973 Old Church Rd. FREE. 1-4pm.
(505) 898-3915. alibi.com/v/6nvj.

FOOD
FRIDAY AUG 9
LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers Market. Enjoy
live music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319
Fifth Street SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119.
alibi.com/v/6ekm.

SATURDAY AUG 10
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE
Red and Green VegFest. Learn about all things vegan and its
effects, food, nutrition, gardening, cooking, hear speakers, see
chef demos, tastings, yoga, vendors, products and services.
5520 Wyoming Blvd NE. $5-$15. 9am-6pm. ALL-AGES!
681-4007. alibi.com/v/6nrv.

SUNDAY AUG 11
ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Market.
A market celebrating all things local and at the heart of NM
culture with hundreds food, farm, artisan and healing vendors,
live music as well as a kids’ zone. 1100 Second Street SW.
FREE. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fxr.

TUESDAY AUG 13
NEW MEXICO RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION ServSafe Manager
Certification Class. Receive a certification from NRA Solutions,
valid for five years. The eight-hour course utilizes the ServSafe
Manager Book and approved videos. Pre-registration and
prepayment are required. 9201 Montgomery NE. $125-$175.
8am-5pm. 15+. 505-3436-9848. alibi.com/v/6l2j.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Taco Tuesday. Enjoy $2 tacos
for a celebratory Tuesday. 1912 Second Street NW. ALL-AGES!
900-3909. alibi.com/v/6nu9.

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Taco Tuesday. 118 Tulane Dr SE.
Midnight. 21+. See 8/8 listing.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Taco Tuesday. Street, tacos,
taquitos and beer. Live a little. 1800 Fourth Street NW. Midnight.
21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/6mqw.

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Taco Tuesday Four Hills. Street,
tacos, taquitos and beer. Live a little. 10am. 21+.
alibi.com/v/6mr0. Also, Taco Tuesday Westside. 5720
McMahon Blvd. 11am. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/6mr6.

peyote stitch bracelet and how to attach a metal clasp to complete
your bracelet. Pre-registration recommended. 800 20th Street NW.
$55. 4-7pm. 15+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/6nvo.

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Artisan Spotlight Talk and Shop.
Meet local artisans, learn about their craft, Q&A and shop unique,
local wares. 206 Broadway SE. 5-8pm. 21+. alibi.com/v/6oc9.
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THURSDAY AUG 8
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Desert Records Presents the Desert Rock Sessions • variety •
L’UOMO NERO • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Austin
Van • country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk,
Americana • 6pm • FREE • 21+

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Colors of Monochrome •
acoustic, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Jason McNabb • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Above-Average Open Mic • 6:30pm •
FREE • 13+

LAUNCHPAD The Talking Hours • indie rock • Snailmate • synth
punk, hip-hop • Carrier Waves • Shadow Creeps • 9:30pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT RJ Perez •
funk, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ROCK AND BREWS Bytor Unplugged • variety • Michelle
Belmont • Keith Allen West • stand-up comedy • 5pm • FREE

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Craig Miller • pop, classic
rock • 7pm

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Zone Out: Another DJ Night • electronic, pop, variety •
Zsa Zsa Gabber • 7pm • FREE

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Brendangerous • elec-
tronic • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm •
FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Jim Almand • blues, singer-
songwriter • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6pm • $10 • 21+

FRIDAY AUG 9
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Beg, Borrow and Steal • variety • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY AUG 13
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Open Mic and Jam with Chris Ravin • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM
Nostalgia Blue • variety • 6pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales The Dudes • rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Geeks Who Drink • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Cowboy Scott • country • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE PONCÉ • Lost Remotes • variety • Carpool
Tunnels • The Ordinary Things • 9pm

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD The Hawkeyes • rock • 1pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm • FREE •
21+

WEDNESDAY AUG 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Bob Scanlon •
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 18+

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Geeks Who Drink • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Goatwhore • Ringworm • hardcore • Voidgasm •
Laminectomy • metal • Void Dancer • 9pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Secret 7 • rock, blues, R&B • 6pm • FREE •
21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Jason Boland and The
Stragglers • alt.country • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm • FREE •
21+

COMEDY
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm •
FREE • 21+

MUSIC

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Joe
De Rusha • variety • 4:30pm • 10 O’Clock Blues • blues •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Elyse Arias •
variety • 4:30pm • Partners N Crime • rap • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Eryn Bent • country,
folk, Americana, singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Jason McNabb • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY The Brewery Comedy
Tour • stand-up comedy • 8:30pm

LAUNCHPAD Phobia • grindcore • Torture Victim • Laughing
Dog • metal • Street Tombs • Bad Gateway • death metal •
8pm

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Odd Dog • classic rock •
7pm • FREE • 21+

THE LIBRARY BAR & GRILL Brain Gang Trivia • 8pm • FREE • 18+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Jumps • variety • 2:30pm • FREE •
21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Meryl Streep Jr. • Flexing • post-punk •
Nowhiteflag • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Lani Nash •
singer-songwriter • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RANCHERS CLUB Karl Richardson Trio • variety • 5:30pm •
FREE • 18+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Tres Pendejos • rock, pop,
reggae • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY The James McIntire Jazz
Trio • jazz • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Casual Fridays • ska •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm •
FREE • Casey Mraz • rock, soul, pop, Latin • 7pm • 21+

URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE Notes from
Underground • soft rock • 7:10pm

COMEDY
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The
Show • short-form improv comedy • 9pm • $10 • 18+

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Headliners 505
Comedy Presents Friday Night Fools • stand-up comedy •
9:30pm • $10 • 18+

SATURDAY AUG 10
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE BARLEY ROOM Flashback • rock, oldies • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Scott Ellison Trio • variety • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM
Soocee and Turner • acoustic variety • 4:30pm • Eddie Brewer •
songer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rachel Stone •
variety • 4:30pm • Woodward Three-0 • variety • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY RJ Perez • funk, blues • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Nathan Fox • indie,
singer-songwriter, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Jason McNabb • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

HIGH AND DRY BREWING Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-
songwriter, indie • 6pm • FREE • 21+

INSIDE OUT Michael Moxey And The Easy Sinners • country,
alternative, rock • August James and the Lovesick Symphony •
Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk, Americana • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Black Maria • rock • Cobra vs Mongoose • punk •
Stone Deaf • Mezzoa • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Elway • pop punk • Ramona • indie rock •
Sam Russo • folk punk • Subtle Knife • 9pm

O’HARE’S GRILLE & PUB, Rio Rancho Brain Gang Trivia •
8:30pm • FREE • 18+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Sorceress of Sound and Song
Marie Black • singer-songwriter • 5pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Powerslide • variety • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 7pm

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Claudio Tolousse Trio • fusion jazz •
6pm • FREE • 21+

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Jade Masque • rock, Latin,
jazz, world, funk, beat, fusion • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter, indie,
Americana • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm • Julian
Dossett • Western, swing, blues, jazz, rockabilly • 7pm • FREE •
21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Le Chat Lunatique • Gypsy jazz,
swing • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show •
short-form improv comedy • 9pm • $10 • 18+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-Up Spectacular •
stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • $5 • 18+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Brian Posehn • stand-
up comedy • 7pm • • 9:30pm

SUNDAY AUG 11
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic
with Rob Roman • 1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Deal • jam, funk, rock • 4pm •
FREE • 21+

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Zinc and the Oxides •
classic rock • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING The Dust City Opera • folk rock orchestra •
Cactus Tractor • pop, disco, progressive folk • Sage and Jared •
folk • 5pm • $5-$7

INSIDE OUT The Riddims • roots, rock, reggae • Dubbest • jazz,
funk • Reviva • 7pm

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues
Jam • 3pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY TobyRiffic Karaoke Show •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Witchsister • Constant Harmony • pop, alternative •
D20 • 8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras On Tap • rock • 3pm • FREE • 21+

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Watermelon Mountain Jug Band •
bluegrass, folk • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL The Gruve • classic soul, R&B •
6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 4pm •
FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Dan Martinez • acoustic • 11am

MONDAY AUG 12
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Open
Mic with Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • 7pm • FREE • 18+

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Karaoke Night • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Manhigh • rock • Emily Davis • The
Gershom Brothers • folk, Americana • The Ordinary Things •
9pm

SATURDAY AUG 10
THE SALT YARD ABQ SummerWeen • DJ Ian Evan • pop,

hip-hop • DJ Spunjy • 8pm
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FRIDAY AUG 9
SISTER Talib Kweli • rap, hip-hop • 9pm • $20-$30

MONDAY AUG 12
GROWLER USA WESTSIDE Harry Potter Trivia • 7pm • FREE

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

N
ewbie filmmakers Britt Poulton and

Dan Madison Savage attempt to make

their mark with Them That Follow, an

unvarnished, unexploitative snapshot of the

religious subculture of Charismatic

Christians in the rural South. Results are

mixed, but the duo show off enough skill in

their debut feature to believe that future

indie success may be waiting around the

corner.
Them That Follow takes us to an

unnamed corner of Appalachia and
introduces us to its main character, a
conflicted young woman named Mara
(Australian actress Alice Englert from “Top
of the Lake” and “Jonathan Strange & Mr
Norrell”). Mara’s mother passed away some
time ago, leaving her to be raised by her
father, who happens to be the protective
pastor of a backwoods religious cult full of
snake handlers. Thanks to the parishioner
or two who has passed away over the years
(due to a “lack of faith” rather than an
abundance of snake venom, mind you),
Pastor Lemuel (Walton Goggins of FX’s
“Justified” and CBS’ upcoming “The
Unicorn”) has had more than a few run-ins
with the local law. This has left him
guarded and secretive about his religious
practices and his followers tight-lipped and
insular.

At first glance, Mara seems like a dutiful
daddy’s girl. But she starts off the film by
shoplifting a pregnancy test from the
country store—an action that forces us to
infer she’s not quite as pious as she seems.

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Movie Biz
Dreaming about working in the film industry, but
aren’t sure where to start? On Thursday, Aug. 8
interested students and working professionals
can network with film and media instructors from
around the state at the New Mexico Film Office’s
open house event at the Hyatt Regency (330
Tijeras Ave. NW). From 2 to 5pm,
representatives from Santa Fe Community
College, Doña Ana Community College, Central
New Mexico Community College, Eastern New
Mexico University, University of New Mexico
and Taos Digital Media Arts will be on hand to
talk about their cinema and media arts programs.
Folks from local film trade unions IATSE Local
480, SAG-AFTRA and Teamsters Local 493 will
also be there to discuss opportunities in the local
film industry. This event is free and open to the
public and serves as a “teaser” for this
weekend’s annual Film & Media Industry
Conference, starting this Friday.

Speaking of Which
The 2019 New Mexico Film & Media Industry
Conference gets underway this Friday and
Saturday, Aug. 9 and 10, at the Hyatt Regency
(330 Tijeras Ave. NW). The event, run by the
New Mexico Film Office, goes from 9am to
7:30pm on Friday and from 9am to 5pm on
Saturday. Each day is packed with dozens of
lectures, classes, hands-on trainings and Q&A
sessions, covering topics useful to crew
members (electric-rigging gaffer, wardrobe-
costume design, hair/makeup, location scouting),
actors (social media for actors, marketing for
actors, working with casting directors) and
directors/producers (budget and payroll tips,
getting distribution, using social media to gain an
audience). Instructors include a wide variety of
working industry talents—from producers to
casting directors to acting coaches to wardrobe
specialists. If you’re a newcomer who wants to
learn the ins and outs of the film industry or if
you’re a working professional looking to expand
your knowledge, the Film & Media Industry
Conference is a fantastic educational
opportunity. And if you’re just looking to make
some valuable film and TV biz contacts, Friday
night ends with a big networking mixer from 5:30
to 7:30pm. Two-day tickets are $95 general
admission or $75 for students. Lunches are
included in the ticket price. To register or to take
a look at a complete lineup of events, go to
nmfilm.com/nmfo-events/#Conference.

Native Cinema
As an introduction to the 98th annual Santa Fe
Indian Market (Aug. 17 through 18), the New
Mexico History Museum (113 Lincoln Ave. in
Santa Fe) presents a Native Cinema Showcase
in partnership with Smithsonian’s Museum of
the American Indian. On Wednesday, Aug. 14
the museum screens a trio of native-made films.
At 1pm it starts with the Peruvian film
Wiñaypacha (Eternity), a drama about an
elderly couple living in a remote part of the
Andes while carrying the sadness of being
forgotten by their long-absent son. At 3pm you
can catch the American film The Blessing, a
feature-length documentary about a Navajo
coal miner raising his daughter while struggling
with the destruction of his sacred land. The film
fest closes out at 7pm with the Canadian drama
Falls Around Her, which focuses on a world-
famous Anishinaabe musican (Tantoo Cardinal)
who returns home to rest and refresh herself
only to find that her fame and the outside world
intrude. Admission to these screenings is free,
but seating is limited. To learn more go to
nmhistorymuseum.org. a

Mara is already “promised” to thoroughly
boring and completely devout churchgoer
Garret (Lewis Pullman from “Catch 22” and
Bad Times at the El Royale). Inconveniently,
she’s actually in love with rebellious Augie
(Thomas Mann, Me and Earl and the Dying
Girl), who’s given up manhandling snakes
and speaking in tongues despite the
objections of his (somewhat recently)
converted parents.

The occasional creep of international
accents aside, Poulton and Savage have
assembled an impressive cast right out of
the gate. Englert has the fragile, haunted
look of a young Ellen Page. Goggins is
perfectly cast as the mountaintop preacher,
projecting power and menace without ever
resorting to pulpit-hammering “fire and
brimstone” cliché. (John Lithgow in
Footloose, I’m looking at you.) Kaitlyn
Deaver, who costarred with Goggins in
“Justified,” offers support as Mara’s mousy
best friend. Olivia Colman, a serious “get”
after winning an Oscar for The Favourite,
makes a strong impression as Augie’s
worried mother. The most surprising
appearance is stand-up comic Jim Gaffigan,
who plays Augie’s father. He has so few
lines, though, it’s hard to judge his dramatic
chops. He doesn’t look out of place, at least.

Them That Follow ultimately lacks the
pulpy punch of other backwoods sagas like
Winter’s Bone. It goes less for energetic
thrills and more for simmering internal
conflict. The filmmakers are clearly aiming
for a naturalistic look and feel. The languid
cinematography lingers often on the shards
of sunlight stabbing through the treetops of
moss-covered forests lined with artfully
fallen leaves. The pacing is measured, the
plot points doled out with an IV drip.
Characters bite their lips and remain silent
rather than vocalize their true feelings.
Poulton and Savage deserve some credit for
keeping the context real and not twisting
this portrait of rural religion into a low-
grade hillbilly horror flick. This isn’t an
indignant condemnation of someone else’s
religion. But what does that make it,
exactly? 

Unfortunately, there’s just not a lot of
complexity to the drama. The
fundamentalist preacher’s daughter is
pregnant and that’s sort of a no-no. So she
tries to keep it a secret. For a while, anyway.
Things do ramp up a bit in the final reel,
giving it a more or less satisfying note on
which to end. But the script feels generally
underwritten, giving slight motivation to
the various changes in character and
ticking off the story beats in the rote
manner of a cautionary after-school
melodrama. Them That Follow has its
moments, thanks largely to a solid cast and
an evocative setting. And with a bit more
energy and a touch more finesse applied to
their sophomore effort, the filmmakers
behind it all could end up leaving a
cinematic mark.  a

Them That Follow
Backwoods melodrama slithers along slowly

Them That Follow
Written and directed by Britt Poulton 

& Dan Madison Savage
Starring Alice Anglert, Walton Goggins, 

Olivia Colman
Rated R

Opens Friday 7/9.

This ain’t no pancake breakfast, y’all.
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TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

THE WEEK IN

FRIDAY 9

“Free Meek” (Amazon Prime streaming
anytime) Philadelphia rapper Meek Mill’s
2017 arrest for probation violations made
him a poster child for criminal justice
reform. This documentary investigation
explores the allegations of police
corruption that prompted the case.

“WE Day” (KOAT-7 7pm) This annual series
of stadium-sized youth empowerment
events is organized by a Canadian charity
to celebrate the impact that tens of
thousands of students have made on local
and global issues. Neil Patrick Harris,
Selena Gomez, Natalie Portman, Chance
the Rapper and Bill Nye are among the
special guests giving kid activists a big
thank you.

SATURDAY 10

“Manson: The Women” (Oxygen 8pm) Hot
on the heels of Quentin Tarantino’s Once
Upon a Time … in Hollywood, Oxygen

takes a deep dive into the psyches of
the women who formed the Manson
Family.

“Two Sentence Horror Stories” (KWBQ-
19 8pm) The CW turns another
popular internet meme into a TV
series, this one a modern horror
anthology.

SUNDAY 11

“Teen Choice 2019” (KRQE-DT2 7pm)
Performers include Bazzi, Blanco
Brown, Mabel, CNCO and HRVY. I’m
not 16, so I have no idea who those
people are.

“Curse of Akakor” (Facebook
streaming anytime) Six investigators
head into the Amazon jungle looking
for a lost city of gold in Facebook’s
newest nonfiction series. This quest
didn’t work out so well for Sir Walter
Raleigh or Coronado, but they didn’t
have docureality shows.

THURSDAY 8

“The Naked Director” (Netflix streaming
anytime) This Japanese comedy-drama is
based on the nonfiction novel Zenra
Kantoku Muranishi Toru Den by Nobuhiro
Motohashi. It follows the various attempts
of infamous director Toru Muranishi to
reform the notoriously restrictive
Japanese porn industry in the ’80s.

“Wu Assassins” (Netflix streaming
anytime) This action series stars
Indonesian actor/stuntman Iko Uwais
(The Raid) as a Chintaown chef who is
given “enhanced martial arts skills”
following an encounter with a mystical
spirit and must use them to recover
superpowers from five modern-day
criminals threatening to destroy the world.

“Chasing the Cure” (TNT 7pm) This live,
weekly medical show features a panel of
top doctors working alongside the global
audience to “help people who are
suffering from undiagnosed,
misdiagnosed or uncured medial
mysteries.”

TV News
Tidbits from around the dial

(Back) Under the Sea
ABC has announced the newest musical to
receive its live TV debut (after NBC’s The
Sound of Music and Jesus Christ Superstar,
Fox’s Rocky Horror Picture Show and Grease,
and ABC’s best forgotten Dirty Dancing).
Interestingly enough, it’s The Wonderful
World of Disney Presents The Little Mermaid
Live! Disney is already remaking the beloved
1989 animated feature as a live-action film
starring Halle Bailey (“Grown-ish”). The live
version airs Tuesday, Nov. 5, which coincides
with the film’s 30th anniversary. Billed as a
“special tribute,” the event features live
musical performances by a star-studded cast
“interwoven into the broadcast of the
original feature film.” This “hybrid format”
promises to include “intricate sets and
costumes.”Auli’i Cravalho, who gave voice
to Moana in the Disney animated musical of
the same name, stars as Ariel. Queen Latifah
is set to play sea witch Ursula and renowned
reggae musician Shaggy is our Caribbean
crustacean Sebastian. 

Starting a Movement
Jay-Z and Will Smith are among the
executive producers behind ABC’s upcoming
anthology series “Women of the Movement.”
The series is described as a “chronology of
the civil rights movement as told from a
black woman’s point of view.” The first
season centers on Mamie Till, who devoted
her life to seeking justice following her son
Emmett’s brutal murder in the Jim Crow
South. The show’s initial storyline is inspired
by Devery S. Anderson’s nonfiction book
Emmett Till: The Murder That Shocked the
World and Propelled the Civil Rights Movement.
The show was in development at HBO for
several years before ending up at ABC. No
word yet on when the series may air.

O Well
Fans of Netflix’s tantalizingly bizarre
supernatural sci-fi series “The OA” from
creators Brit Marling and Zal Patmanglij
(Sound of My Voice, Another Earth, The East)
will be disappointed to hear that the show
has been canceled. For two seasons Marling
has starred as the show’s main character, a
blind woman who disappears for seven years
and returns with her eyesight restored,
claiming she needs help rescuing people lost
in another dimension. Evidently, the
creators envisioned the show as a five-part
series—meaning, of course, that it ended on
a number of confusing cliffhangers. Fans had
organized an online campaign to save the
series, but Netflix pulled the plug after 16
episodes. Seasons 1 and 2 are still available
on Netflix. Feel free to make up your own
ending. 
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In Space 
Amazon is expanding its partnership with
Paramount TV. The two are joining forces
on a TV series adaptation of Paramount’s
1997 movie Event Horizon. The film was a
flop when it came out, but has grown
something of a cult audience over the
years for its unusual mixture of hard
science fiction and supernatural horror.
The story concerns a space ship crew sent
on a rescue mission after another space
ship vanishes and then mysteriously
reappears after seven years. Adam
Wingard (You’re Next, The Guest, “Death
Note”) has been attached as director and
executive producer of the series.
Paramount already produces “Jack Ryan”
for Amazon and is developing a series
based on its 1999 sci-fi spoof Galaxy
Quest. a

MONDAY 12

“The Terror: Infamy” (AMC 7pm) The first
season of this eerie supernatural drama
tackled author Dan Simmons’ imaginative
take on the fate of the (real) Captain Sir
John Franklin’s lost polar expedition of
1845. This second season jumps forward
in time to explore the ghosts of a
Japanese internment camp during World
War II.

TUESDAY 13

“Mysteries Decoded” (KWBQ-19 8pm) The
CW gets in on that sweet
unsolved/supernatural/cryptozoological
mystery action. Although no TV series in the
last 60 years has solved the Mothman or
UFOs or Bigfoot, this one undoubtedly will.

WEDNESDAY 14

“Alternate Endings: Six New Ways to Die in
America” (HBO 6pm) Apparently 2018
was the first year more people chose
cremation over more traditional (and more
expensive) burial options. Now HBO looks
at the changing face of America’s death
industry and the “non-traditional end-of-
life options and remembrances” people
are now choosing—from green burials to
extraterrestrial burials. a

SLOTH

“The OA,” no longer on Netflix
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2002 Indian rom-com Manmadhudu. A happily single
man, mollycoddled by his female-centric family, lives
a good life as a womanizing businessman. But when
mom and his sisters decide he needs to get married
within a year, he fights back, rejecting every one of
their choices. Backed into a corner, he opts to “rent”
his best friend’s sister to pose as his bride-to-be, who
will all-too-conveniently ditch him at the altar when
the time comes. I think you can figure out where this
is going. In Telugu with English subtitled. 145 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/9 at Movies West, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque)

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
In the ’80s the monster-filled, short story-jammed
book series Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (written
by Alvin Schwartz and illustrated by Stephen Gam-
mell) was a must-read for middle-school kids looking
for some literary shocks. Now, Mexican horror king
Guillermo del Toro produces (but does not direct) this
loose adaptation. The film is set in small town New
England where a group of young people investigates
the mystery of Sarah Bellows, a haunted woman who
wrote all of her twisted nightmares into a book. And
now all of those stories are coming to life. (Which, if
we’re being honest, is kinda the plot to 2015’s Goose-
bumps adaptation.) 111 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 8/8 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Skin
Nice young lad Jamie Bell (Billy Elliot) stars as a tat-
tooed hate boy turning his back on violence and try-
ing shed the skinhead Nazi lifestyle in the American
Midwest. He takes the long, hard road to redemption
with the help of a black activist and the love of a
good woman. American History X covered this sort of
territory with more far more momentum, but Bell does
excellent work in this self-consciously gritty, inspired-
by-a-true story bio-drama. 120 minutes. R. (Opens
Friday 8/8 at Guild Cinema)

Them That Follow
Reviewed this issue. 98 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
8/9 at High Ridge)

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

The Eagle and the Condor: From Standing
Rock With Love
Filmmaker Kahsto’sera’a Paulette Moore documents
the struggle of water protectors who nonviolently
protested the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing
Rock. All proceeds from this screening will go to fund
legal fees for Brennon Nastacio, a water protector
from San Felipe Pueblo who is still facing federal
charges for standing up for water rights. Nastacio will
be speaking and answering questions after the
screening. 60 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday
8/10 at Guild Cinema)

ECCO
A former covert assassin living a new life in the shad-
ows with his family emerges from hiding when his for-
mer employers show up wanting to wipe out loose
ends. Unknown actor Lathrop Walker stars in this indie
spy thriller for first-time filmmaker Ben Medina. 123
minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/9 at Century Rio)

The Kitchen
Elisabeth Moss, Melissa McCarthy and Tiffany Had-
dish star in this crime drama adaptation of the Vertigo
comic book of the same name by Ollie Masters and
Ming Doyle. The ladies play the wives of some Irish
mobsters in New York’s Hell’s Kitchen, circa 1978.
When their husbands get busted and end up in jail,
our former housewives step up, proving surprisingly
adept at breaking the law, running the rackets and
taking out the competition. 102 minutes. R. (Opens
Friday 8/9 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Light of My Life
Actor Casey Affleck directs (in addition to starring in)
his first feature, this post-apocalyptic drama about a
man trying to protect his daughter after a virus has
decimated the female population by living off the grid
and passing her off as his son. The elements are fa-
miliar, but Affleck directs with an intimate, minimalist
touch. 119 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/9 at Guild
Cinema)

Manmadhudu 2
This Indian romantic comedy is actually a remake of
the 2006 French film I Do and not a sequel to the

NEW
All the Rage (Saved By Sarno)
America is experiencing an epidemic of pain, and
medical iconoclast Dr. Joe Sarno believes he has the
answer. Is chronic back pain—as Sarno claims—actu-
ally rooted in “repressed emotions from childhood”?
Devotees Howard Stern, Larry David, John Stossel and
former Sen. Tom Harkin sure seem to think so. Direc-
tors/producers Michael Galinsky and Suki Hawley, for
whom this documentary is clearly a labor of love, will
be on hand in person for a post-film Q&A. 94 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 8/13 at Guild Cinema)

The Angry Birds Movie 2
I don’t understand it myself, but evidently the 2016
computer-animated feature based on the smartphone
game your kid played the hell out of back in 2010
needed a sequel. This time around, the angry birds
and their scheming pig enemies must join forces in
order to defeat … eh, something. You don’t care. It
might be enough to shut your kids up for an hour and
a half, allowing the parental despair raging in your
sleepless brain to subside for a brief, shining moment.
That’s all that really matters, isn’t it? Isn’t it? 96 min-
utes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 8/13 at Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Art of Racing in the Rain
Garth Stein’s aggressively tear-jerking novel The Art of
Racing in the Rain is one of those wildly popular, cloy-
ingly sentimental stories in which the dog narrates the
whole thing in voice-over and then dies. In this bland
cinematic adaptation, Milo Ventimiglia plays an aspir-
ing race car driver who adopts a golden retriever pup
who can’t shut off his interior monologue for 10 damn
minutes. Kevin Costner provides the voice for the dog
who narrates the entire film, philosophically yet humor-
ously commenting on everything from marriage to ca-
reer to family tragedy. As in the book, the dog talks like
a Brandeis humanities professor (“Gestures are all
that I have; sometimes they must be grand in nature.
And while I occasionally step over the line and into the
world of the melodramatic, it is what I must do in order
to communicate clearly and effectively”) instead of like
those Facebook doggo memes (“Hooman, gib me a
cronchy yummo!”), which is way more realistic. 109
minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 8/8 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Brian Banks
Brian Banks was a promising high school athlete who
was falsely accused of rape by a fellow student. He
spent close to six years in prison and five years on pa-
role before his wrongful conviction was overturned.
Later on, he signed with the Atlanta Falcons. Good for
him. Here’s a soapy, would-be inspirational biopic
about his life from the guy who directed Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective. 99 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
8/8 at Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Creating Woodstock
This musical documentary looks back at the three
days in August 1969 when musical icons including
Janis Joplin, Richie Havens, Arlo Guthrie, Jimi Hendrix
and Sha Na Na played their counterculture tunes in
front of nearly half a million mud-covered hippies in
upstate New York. The film concentrates mostly on the
surprisingly competent (and largely unseen) behind-
the-scenes crew that organized and assembled this ti-
tanic event. It arrives in theaters just in time for the
legendary concert’s 50th anniversary celebration. 111
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 8/13 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Dora and the Lost City of Gold
The globe-hopping Nickelodeon kiddy cartoon “Dora
the Explorer” gets a live-action reboot. Isabela Moner
(Transformers: The Last Knight) stars as the inquisitive
preteen who leads her friends (including her talking
monkey, voiced by Danny Trejo) on a jungle adventure
to locate her missing parents. Benicio Del Toro is
Swiper. I repeat: Oscar winner Benicio Del Toro is the
evil criminal fox, Swiper. 102 minutes. PG. (Opens
Thursday 8/8 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Dora and the Lost City of Gold

RETURNING
Big Trouble in Little China (1986)
John Carpenter’s action romp returns to the big
screen. Kurt Russell is rowdy trucker Jack Burton, who
gets roped into a centuries-old supernatural brawl on
the streets of Chinatown involving an ancient wizard.
This cult film freely mixes comedy, martial arts and the
supernatural for maximum entertainment value. 99
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Sunday 8/11 at Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque)

Blade Runner (1982)
Set in the far-flung future world of 2019, this hallmark
science fiction feature remains a worthy object of cult
worship. Harrison Ford stars as the gruff LAPD detec-
tive whose job it is to “retire” rogue replicants (an-
droids) in the rainy ruins of Los Angeles. One of the
most immersive pieces of “world building” in the his-
tory of sci-fi film. Actor Rutger Hauer, who recently
passed away, leaves an indelible mark as the icy repli-
cant leader Roy Batty. Based on a book by Philip K.
Dick. 117 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/9 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Dirty Dancing (1987)
Jennifer Grey and Patrick Swayze get (not very) dirty in
this tune-filled flashback set in an early ’60s Catskills
resort. There’s lots and lots of dancing. And also a sur-
prising amount of drama concerning abortion. 100
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 8/13 at Flix Brew-
house)

Dune (1984)
David Lynch’s overstuffed adaptation of Frank Her-
bert’s epic space fantasy Dune wasn’t very well re-
garded when it came out. But it’s worth another look
for the trippy visuals and crazy cast. I mean, giant
space worms and Sting—what’s not to like? 137 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Monday 8/12 at Flix Brewhouse)

Hello, Dolly! (1969)
In time for its 50th anniversary, the classic movie mu-
sical starring Barbra Streisand and Walter Matthau
gets a sparkling theatrical reissue. Streisand is the tit-
ular Dolly Levi, a matchmaker extraordinaire who trav-
els to turn-of-the-century Yonkers to find a partner for
“well-known half-a-millionaire” Horace Vandergilt
(Matthau). Gene Kelly directs. Louis Armstrong sings
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player. He has anger management issues and gets
into kung fu fights. She looks good in a sari and
swings a mean bat. Screened in Tamil with English
subtitles and Telugu with English subtitles. 168 min-
utes. Unrated. (Movies West)

The Farewell
Scene-stealing comedian Awkwafina (Crazy Rich
Asians) expands her repertoire with this intimate
comedy-drama about a Chinese-American family
that discovers their grandmother has only a short
time left to live and decide to keep her in the dark
(which is a traditional Chinese thing, apparently).
Naturally, the family talks cousin Hao Hao (Chen
Han) and his new Japanese girlfriend (Aoi Mizuhara)
into getting married on the spur of the moment so
the entire extended clan has an excuse to reunite in
China with granny. This funny-sad, semi-autobio-
graphical tale is based loosely on the life of its
writer-director Lulu Wang. Awkwafina grounds the
whole thing with a funny, sensitive and incredibly
soulful performance. In English and Mandarin with
English subtitles. 100 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw
Hollywood, evidently, can’t make Fast & Furious
movies at a fast and furious enough pace. So here’s
a “sidequel” with lawman Luke Hobbs (Dwayne
Johnson) and mercenary-for-hire Shaw (Jason
Statham) in some mismatched buddy comedy ac-
tion. The squabbling duo are reluctantly paired up to
fight a “cyber-genetically enhanced” villain (Idris
Elba) with super powers. Not that this series ever
had much grounding in reality, but it’s now officially
become The Avengers of car chase movies. 135 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Lion King
Disney remakes its 1994 animated hit The Lion King
as a “live-action” film. Of course, since it’s all done
with CGI, none of it is actually live-action. It’s just
another cartoon, but with different animation. The
cast—now consisting of Donald Glover, Beyoncé, Chi-
witel Ejiofor, James Earl Jones, Alfre Woodard, Kee-

the showstopping title tune. 146 minutes. G. (Opens
Sunday 9/11 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium
16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Last Dragon (1985)
There’s a goofy, sincere charm to this Berry Gordy-
produced R&B martial arts film. Tiamak (yes, Tia-
mak) stars as Leroy Green, a New York City pizza
delivery boy who dreams of becoming a kung fu
master like his idol Bruce Lee. His spiritual journey
leads him into the arms of a sexy “veejay” (Prince
protegé Vanity) and into conflict with Sho’nuff the
Shogun of Harlem (the gloriously over-the-top Julius
J. Carry III). 109 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Sunday
9/11 at Guild Cinema)

Millennium Actress (2001)
Noted Japanese animator Satoshi Kon (Tokyo God-
fathers, Paprika, Perfect Blue) is the writer-director
of this celebrated anime about a TV reporter and a
cameraman who interview an aging actress about a
prestigious but bankrupt Tokyo movie studio that is
on the verge of being torn down. As she reflects
back on her long life and career, the interviewers
find themselves drawn—literally—into her filmography
and her life story. A wonderful piece of cinematic art,
and a celebration of movies as history. Screened in
English dubbed and English subtitled versions. 87
minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 8/13 at Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Woodstock (1970)
To mark the 50th anniversary of Woodstock, this
hallmark concert documentary returns to theaters. It
opens with Richie Havens and ends with Jimmie
Hendrix, and although not every single act is repre-
sented, there are plenty of highlights. (The Who, Jef-
ferson Airplane, Santana, Janis Joplin to name a
few.) 224 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 8/15
at Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

STILL PLAYING

Aladdin
Disney continues to crank out live-action remakes of
its classic animated features. Here, 1992’s fantasy
musical finds Will Smith replacing Robin Williams as
the wacky genie who makes life better/crazier for a
kindhearted street urchin (Mena Massoud) in love
with a princess (Naomi Scott). Weirdly enough, Guy
Ritchie (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels;
Snatch; RocknRolla; Sherlock Holmes) directs. 128
minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Annabelle Comes Home
After various Conjuring films, assorted Annabelle
features and a handful of what-have-you spin-offs
(The Nun, The Curse of La Llorona), The Conjuring
Universe comes back to the creepy doll that (real-
life) demon/ghost hunters Lorraine and Ed Warren
found and bound. For this chapter (thoroughly un-
connected to reality, I can assure you), the Warrens
(Vera Farmiga, Patrick Wilson) have locked the titular
toy in their supernatural museum for safekeeping.
But when the couple’s young daughter and her
friends let the doll out, all hell breaks loose. Literally,
of course. 106 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio)

Bring the Soul: The Movie
The members of popular Korean boy band BTS ap-
pear on a rooftop in Paris, telling their own stories of
fame and fortune and performing their global hits in
front of an appreciative audience. 103 minutes. Un-
rated. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Crawl
French horror dude Alexandre Aja (Haute Tension,
The Hills Have Eyes, Piranha 3D) directs this nature-
gone-wild thriller about a young woman trapped with
her injured father in their flooded home during a
Category 5 hurricane—which is bad enough. But
then giant alligators show up, hungry for human
flesh. 87 minutes. R. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Dear Comrade
Vijay Deverakonda and Rashmika Mandanna star in
this action/drama/romance about the love affair be-
tween a student union leader and a female cricket
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FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

gan-Michael Key, Seth Rogen and John Oliver—is
mighty impressive. But if you’ve seen the original,
you’ve seen this one. Pretty much shot-for-shot. How
nostalgic are you? 118 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Midsommar
Writer-director Ari Aster, who gave us last year’s
wrenchingly off-kilter arthouse horror Hereditary, re-
turns with this stylish and unsettling supernatural
mystery. A couple (Florence Pugh, Jack Reynor)
travel to rural Sweden for an elaborate pagan mid-
summer festival. What begins as an idyllic vacation
becomes the sort of increasingly freaky and violent
mistake that will come as no shock to any tourist
who’s seen The Wicker Man, Children of the Corn,
The Shrine, The Ritual or any other example of
small-town folk horror. Next time, try Disneyworld.
140 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Once Upon a Time … in Hollywood
Quentin Tarantino’s latest sprawling, multi-storyline
examination of time, place and people heads to
1969 SoCal to track fading TV cowboy Rick Dalton
(Leonardo DiCaprio) and his best friend/stunt dou-
ble Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt) as they navigate a rapidly
changing Hollywood landscape. Along the way, they
cross paths with various real-life pop cultural icons,
from the famous (Bruce Lee) to the infamous
(Charles Manson). It’s a surprisingly mature, medita-
tive look at middle age, changing times and seismic
cultural forces—at least until the lurid, revisionist
fantasia of an ending, which owes more than a wink
and a nod to Inglourious Basterds. 161 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Spider-Man: Far From Home
Peter Parker (the pitch perfect Tom Holland) jets off
to Europe for a class trip where he’s quickly re-
cruited by Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) to help
fight off an invasion of extradimensional elementals.
Making things more complicated is the arrival of
new “hero” in town Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal). Re-
viewed in v28 i27. 129 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Stuber
Wrestlin’ thespian Dave Bautista (Guardians of the
Galaxy, Blade Runner 2049) stars in this throwback
buddy action comedy alongside comedian Kumail
Nanjiani. Bautista is a tough LA detective hot on the
trial of a sadistic terrorist who, on the spur of the
moment, recruits a mild-mannered Uber driver
named Stu (Nanjiani) for transportation. Over the
course of one crazy night, the mismatched partners
are forced to work together to save the day. Like ya
do. 93 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

Toy Story 4
Woody, Buzz and the rest of the Toy story gang are
back in this latest outing for animation giant Pixar.
Seems that little Bonnie (who took over the toys
after Andy grew up and went off to college in Toy
Story 3) has created a beloved new plaything
(named “Forky”) out of a plastic spork, some pipe
cleaners and a couple mismatched googly eyes. But
when Forky gets lost during a road trip, Buzz and
Woody vow to rescue the freakish little dude. 100
minutes. G. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Yesterday
Danny Boyle (Trainspotting, The Beach, Slumdog Mil-
lionaire) directs this modern-day fantasy about a
struggling British musician (Himesh Patel) who
wakes up one day to realize he’s somehow slipped
into an alternate timeline and is the only one in the
world who remembers The Beatles. Naturally, he
starts “writing” their music and becomes a superstar.
But is it enough to win him the heart of the woman
he loves? 116 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

SECOND RUN

Avengers: Endgame
Following the tragic circumstances of Avengers: In-
finity War, the surviving Avengers (Captain America,
Black Widow, Thor, Hawkeye, Iron Man, The Hulk)
team up with the newly returned Captain Marvel
(Brie Larson) to make one last stand against
death-loving alien threat Thanos (Josh Brolin). 181
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Child’s Play
Before Annabelle came along, America’s favorite
haunted doll was a tiny rubber serial killer named
Chucky. For this series reboot, Chucky is now a dig-
ital, internet-connected robot who goes nutzo and
tries to kill a mom (Aubrey Plaza) and her young
son (Gabriel Bateman). Mark Hamill takes over as
the voice of our high-tech new Chucky doll. 90
minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The Curse of La Llorona
a well-meaning social worker (Linda Cardellini from
“Freaks and Geeks”) ignores the warnings of a
troubled mother suspected of child endangerment
and finds herself and her own kids drawn into the
eerie supernatural realm of the infamous Hispanic
spook, La Llorona. 93 minutes. R. (Movies West)

Dark Phoenix
For Marvel Comics’ latest X-Men outing, mutant
mindreader Jean Grey (Sopie Turner) develops
some awesome telekenetic powers following a trip
to outer space, and it’s up to her fellow super-
heroes to stop her from going power mad. 113
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Godzilla: King of Monsters
This follow-up to 2014’s American Godzilla flick
finds the Earth on the edge of apocalypse thanks
to a wave of giant monsters (Mothra, Rodan, King
Ghidorah) attacking cities around the world. Can
the high-tech, cryptozoological agency Monarch
fight off the invasion by recruiting the “King of Mon-
sters” himself, Godzilla? 131 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

The Hustle
Anne Hathaway and Rebel Wilson take over for
Michael Caine and Steve Martin in this gender-
swapped remake of 1988’s Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels. Hathaway and Wilson play a couple of
con artists who meet up in the Mediterranean to
fight over some rich, dumb men. 94 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Late Night
Mindy Kaling (“The Office,” “The Mindy Project”)
writes and stars in this comedy about a young fe-
male writer who ends up on the (all male) writing
staff of a long-running late night talk show. When it
looks like the host (Emma Thompson) might lose
the show to declining ratings, the new writer en-
courages her to go out on a limb and be her most
honest self on camera. 102 minutes. R. (Movies
West)

Men In Black: International
Tessa Thompson teams up with her Thor: Ragnarok
costar Chris Hemsworth as a conspiracy theorist
who worms her way into the new London branch of
the MIB. There, she is recruited and teamed up
with a partner to fend off a series of alien attacks
taking place around the globe. 114 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Pokémon Detective Pikachu
Justice Smith (Paper Towns) stars as Tim Good-
man, stars in this odd, live-action offshoot of the
Pokémon anime/card game/video game franchise.
When his big city detective dad is killed in the line
of duty, our protagonist joins forces with a talking
Pokémon (voiced in PG-13 Deadpool mode by
Ryan Reynolds) to solve the crime. 104 minutes.
PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The Secret Life of Pets 2
For this go-around, city-bred dog Max and his fel-
low apartment-dwelling pet pals (voiced by Kevin
Hart, Jenny Slate, Tiffany Haddish, Dana Carvey,
Hannibal Buress and Harrison Ford) are adjusting
to daytime life—interrupted now by a new, stay-at-
home baby. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema)



It’s Festival Eclectica!
Woman-fronted festival takes over Angel Fire

midst of a music community that’s deeply
attached to the blues. After impressing
Buddy Guy with her guitar stylings in 2013,
Fish garnered critical and popular acclaim
with the release of four more albums and
constant touring. Her latest effort, Kill Or Be

Kind, drops on Sept. 20.

Weekly Alibi: Hi, Samantha, it’s August

March.

Samantha Fish: Right on!

Cool. Do you have a few minutes to talk

about your music?

Sure. I came up, working my way up through
the jam scene, with blues bands, at
Knuckleheads Saloon. They had something
going almost every night. People would go
out and play and you could just kinda work
on your chops.

Tell me a little bit more about that

experience.

I started going to Knuckleheads when I was
about 17, started watching and listening to
the touring acts that came through. It just
made me think, “Wow you can make a living
making music.” So I started piecing my band
together.

BY AUGUST MARCH

W
ondering what you can do to beat the
interminable heat here in the city?
Well, you don’t have to stick around,

get all sticky and write a song about it (see
last week’s column for an explanation).
Instead, why not head northeast, oh, about
154 miles in that direction to be exact, and
visit Angel Fire, N.M. to witness Festival
Eclectica on Saturday, Aug. 10.

This summer, The Land of Enchantment’s
premier ski destination doubles as a fabulous
all-day festival hosted by the folks that bring
Globalquerque to life every autumn.

Tom Frouge and company will be up in
Angel Fire doing a musical dance called
Festival Eclectica, to be held at the airport in
the famous resort town north of Taos on New
Mexico State Road 68 and you ought to
consider going as well.

This second annual fiesta up in the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains features women-
fronted bands of all stripes, providing a
bluesy, rocking and most importantly
memorable way to top off a summer live
music expedition that probably started when
you led the mosh pit at Monolith on the
Mesa and won’t properly end until you’ve
had your fill of tasty tunes made by artists
like festival headliner rocker Samantha Fish,
world music superstar Vivalda Dula, Burque’s
own inimitable Red Light Cameras, Santa
Fe’s Nohe & Sus Santos and Corrales singer-
songwriter Lara Manzanares.

It’ll be just like Lilith Fair, yo, but this
second annual affair is especially built for the
21st century to give maximum performance
time to the magnificent female and feminist
voices that will be coming together to create
cool light and love on behalf of an entire
state that has baking in the heat for the past
couple months.

Promoter Tom Frouge says the festival
may well go down as one of the most
important melodically and environmentally
pleasing of concerts to flow through our
realm during these summer months. He said
that putting together this event “involved
deep curatorial skills that represent New
Mexico acts as well as national acts
presented in a beautiful, idyllic mountain
setting.”

To find out for myself, I went right to the
source, or rather the sources. I had most
excellent conversations with guitarist
Samantha Fish, Angolan music maven
Vivalda Dula and Amanda Machon, the
leader of one of Burque’s all-time popular
rocanrol outfits, Red Light Cameras.

Samantha Fish
Samantha Fish is a 30-year-old guitarist who
came up in Kansas City, Missouri in the
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SONIC REDUCER
BY AUGUST MARCH

Sweet Nothin
New Generation
(Self-released)

C’mon, let’s go space
trucking. Just kidding,
instead tazke a ride with
the longhairs at Sweet Nothin, and they will
explain the truth about the future and the
new generation in the course of one
exquisitely rocked out communiqué that has
been recorded for posterity. The opener, “Not
Cool,” is totally cool because it starts out
rumbling and tumbling into a combination of
overdriven guitars, pounding bass and sharp
drumming that will either drive listeners from
their caves permanently or at least force them
to take shelter with eldritch elves. Each track
is a relentless foray into cock rock that’s
bigger and mightier and more loaded than
units produced previously, from Deep Purple
to early Mötley Crüe—a bit of Motorhead and
MC5 thrown in to make the whole thing stick
means that this shizz rocks. Favorite track:
closer “Rock N Roll Fever.”

Lady Uranium
Vulpes Macrotis
(Ubik Sound)

Here’s a record by Lady
Uranium. It’s a luxuriously
limpid record from the
beginning, recorded with the utmost precision
by the folks at UBIK Sound, which I guess has
something to do with local sound wizard and
hero of the music department Manny
Rettinger. The result of this interaction—
which was created in the studio—verges
toward a place that is beyond beautiful. The
vocals are haunting, the use of percussion and
piano is sublimely disturbing yet compels
listeners to bury themselves in the narrative.
Inflected toward a glitchy brand of new wave
that comes off here as timeless, listening to
this record feels like something I’d like to be
doing in the year 2063 as I approach my
hundredth human anniversary. On “We Were
Once Dead,” the singer chants in a high
register that becomes a breathy, dark litany.
But I’m alive listening to this. Favorite track:
“Leaves, Trees, Light, Meat.”

Various
WEEDIAN Volume 2
(Blues Funeral Recordings)

Okay, I’m going to be really
up-front about this. You
know what this record is
about, right? You know you dig this heavy
dark and potentially soul-stealing sound, but
what the funk, you only live once. I’m so sure
you grok all of this I’m gonna finish by listing
some of my favorite tracks from this Satanic
sing-along. Bongtower’s “The Way of
Knowledge” defies genre yet remains
espooky as hell, grinding as it goes. “Pagan
Worship” by Clouds Taste Satanic (Thanks,
Wayne Coyne!) could be played at midnight
on the day of the solstice while a large flaming
rock descends from the sky. It all ends with
the evocatively mesmerizing “Pendulum” by
The Pilgrim. You want more? There are 22
tracks in this beautiful black book. a

MUSIC | INTERVIEW

Which musicians made an impression

on you as that process commenced?

There is a lot of talent in and around the
city, but people like Tab Benoit would
come through, bands like the [North]
Mississippi Allstars, too.

What was it like recording your first

album, Live Bait?

I just needed a product to sell at shows so I
could put gas in my tank and tour my band
around. I made live recordings of my
shows. Every Monday night at this little
bar in Kansas City, I hosted like a jam
session, but it was also an hour and a half
of our show at the very beginning. It was a
do-it-yourself operation. It’s not in print
anymore. I’ve got better records now. But
it was definitely a strong start.

You’re known for handling a variety of

genres from the blues to straight-

ahead rocanrol. Does your new album

mark a change in direction, an

evolution in style?

Every album so far has been an evolution
of style or has marked a significant change
in our sound. It’s kinda been like that since
the album Wild Heart. I feel like we really
started changing from album to album. I
think that’s my job as an artist, to be
pushing the boundaries and exploring
beyond what I’m comfortable with, what
people are comfortable with. Those are the

things that keep me interested.

Do you have a favorite guitar?

My SG. Right now it’s my Gibson SG.
There’s nothing special about it, but it came
right out of the box, ready to play.

Vivalda Dula
Percussionist and singer Vivalda Dula began
her storied career in the performance arts as a
dancer and later founded a dance and
percussion company that successfully
experimented with a mix of traditional
African rhythms, beats and compositional
techniques with the melodic tendencies of
Western classical music. After she moved to
the US, her experimentalism blossomed into
a singular and seamless form that employs
Angolan folk music as well as soulfully styled
jazz and rocanrol music, too.

Weekly Alibi: Hi, Ms. Dula?

Vivalda Dula: Hey, Mr. March! How are you?

I’m good. Tell me a little bit about your

music and career!

Well, I started as an African contemporary
dancer. I used to be a dancer and naturally
that musical base connected with my culture.
One thing led to another. I performed many

Samantha Fish
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concerts as a dancer and got to know the
percussion world. I slowly became a musician.
I don’t really talk much about myself. I talk
about the roots of my tradition, to make this
beautiful music.

Since you’ve moved to the US, what sorts

of American music have informed your

playing and compositional style?

The United States has absolutely influenced
me. Here in the US, we have a variety of
music that can be a joy to explore. I love
jazz. I really love country music. Actually, I
marvel at these forms and would love to jam
with a jazz band or a country artist! There’s
also funk! I find all of this American music
very interesting, and it has become part of
my music, as well. Now it’s traditional
Angolan music in the funky, bluesy, beautiful
style of America. In music, there are no
borders and we can connect with,
communicate with, anyone.

What’s your favorite part of performing?

I really love the people. One of the things
that I really like is the interactions with the
audience. I’m able to speak the same
language as the the crowd. I enjoy sharing
that kind of musical communication with
other humans. There’s a beautiful
connection there.

Amanda Machon
Red Light Cameras are more than a band.
They’re a phenomenon, an experience that’s
akin to having your mind blown in the most

poptastically rocked out way possible, with
crunchy guitar licks galore coming from Mag
Kim, a tight as heck rhythm section
composed of Barney Lopez and Joe Gonzales
and the searingly super vocals of Burqueña
chanteuse Amanda Machon. The band reps
this town by the river better than any other
outfit in the known universe; their
reputation as a party band is more than
matched by the hard work and vision of the
entire ensemble. Machon leads the pack and
had this to say about music and related
subjects.

Weekly Alibi: Hey, Amanda?

Amanda Machon: August?

Yeah. I’m really excited to talk to you

about Festival Eclectica and Red Light

Cameras! Let’s start with your work as a

musician and with the band.

I always did performances, even when I was
little. I did a lot of theater and dance,
musical theater, too. But I always wanted to
play in a band. My dad used to take us to all
kinds of music festivals, a lot of live music
performances. That’s what I really wanted to
do. I played with a roots-rock cover band for
years before Red Light Cameras. We did
covers of Janis and Otis Redding, an Amy
Winehouse tune here and there. Then Red
Light Cameras hit me up.

What happened then?

Before we were Red Light Cameras, they
were Evol Lived, that’s Devil Love spelled
backward, by the way. Barney and I knew
each other from school and from the theater.
And he asked me to audition. There was
chemistry right away. We started writing
together and playing as a band, and we’ve
been a family every since.

So now you’re like the most popular

band in Burque, for a variety of

reasons including chops and attitude.

And you’re a woman. Has that been

harder within a male-dominated

national scene?

I think that yes and no, I mean it’s really
frustrating when we’re on the road, and
people want to talk to the boys in the
band, but they won’t talk to me. And, it’s
like, “Hey, man, I’m the frontwoman of
the band. I want to be treated with the
same respect.” But I feel like the
Albuquerque scene is great though and I
feel blessed in that sense. There’s equality
and inclusivity and supporting each other.
We have many strong female bands, too.

In a lot of ways, we are culturally

exceptional as far as other cities this

size go.

Totally. I completely agree with you. I
think it has a sense of community and we
really strive to support one another. When
I go out of town, it’s a little bit different. I
think for the most part though, you’ve got
to ride or die with the thing you love, and
take the good with the bad.

What are your influences in life and
music?
One of my biggest influences is Lucinda
Williams; I grew up listening to her. Sharon
Van Etten is very inspiring to me right now.
I’ve been listening to a lot of Lizzo because
she’s very positive and about oneself. Amy
Winehouse has always really moved me; Janis
Joplin, Patti Smith and Blondie too; I love
Debbie Harry. And I have to say Judy
Garland, too. Just because of her whole story.
She had to work harder than her male
contemporaries and was paid less then them.
I feel like we can learn a lot from her as
women in the industry—where we came from
and how we’ve changed.

What would you tell someone from the
future about the music you make with
Red Light Cameras?
I would say that we’re garage-pop, desert surf-
rock that’s dance-y and a lot of fun. We get
down, we’ve got soul. But I hope that the
person who came from the future to ask that
sort of question would be Prince himself.

Whoa! The Purple One?
Of course. And then we could discuss the
band over pancakes. a

Festival Eclectica 2019
Feat. Samantha Fish • Vivalda Dula

Red Light Cameras • Nohe & Sus Santos • 
Lara Manzanares

Saturday, Aug. 10 • Angel Fire, N.M.
$35 to $42 •

festivaleclecticanm.brownpapertickets.com

Vivalda Dula

Amanda Machon
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Too Cool For School
Districts struggle with new rule

Dem Candidates Talk Turkey
The Democratic candidates for President of
These United States met to thrust skewers at
one other last week. And if you were hoping
the legalization of marijuana was going to be a
major issue this election cycle, you can
uncross your fingers. Questions about
cannabis were the highlight of the evening.

Sen. Cory Booker, of New Jersey (a
noted advocate for cannabis policy
reform), and Sen. Kamala Harris, of

California, called out former Vice
President Joe Biden for his weak
justice reform plan. 

Booker pointed out—while
looking like he wanted to strangle
someone—that Biden helped
create the very justice system

he’s now supposedly looking to
reform. “We have got to
have far more bold action
on criminal justice
reform—like having true

marijuana justice—which
means that we legalize it on a
federal level and reinvest the
profits in communities that have

been disproportionately targeted by
marijuana enforcement.” Harris blamed Biden
for the current “mess” that is marijuana policy
in the US.

But the real story that became the talk of
Twitter last Wednesday was the reaming that
Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, of Hawaii, gave Harris
about her record of criminal prosecutions as
California Attorney General. “Senator Harris
says she’s proud of her record as a prosecutor
and that she’ll be a prosecutor president, but
I’m deeply concerned about this record. There
are too many examples to cite, but she put
over 1,500 people in jail for marijuana
violations and then laughed about it when she
was asked if she’d ever smoked marijuana. She
blocked evidence that would have freed an
innocent man from death row until the courts
forced her to do so. She kept people in prison
beyond their sentences to use them as cheap
labor for the state of California. And she
fought to keep a cash bail system in place that
impacts poor people in the worst kind of way.”
Cue: Big cheer from the crowd.

Instead of explaining herself, Harris
responded by saying she was proud of the job
she’d done and called it a “national model” for
reform. She also said she was proud of
“actually doing the work” instead of “giving
fancy speeches” while pointing toward
Gabbard. At the end of her spiel, she
mentioned wanting to legalize cannabis. The
place was conspicuously quiet.

The fact that this moment of the debate
became the most talked about thing in the
political ecosphere for days—even spawning
bizarre conspiracy theories about Russian bots
and sleeper intelligence agents from the
Harris camp—is a real testament to how much
weight the cannabis issue will have in the
coming election. a

E
arlier this year, Gov. Michelle Lujan
Grisham signed SB 406, “Medical
Marijuana Changes,” which has been

freaking everyone out as its policy changes near
execution. Last week, we talked about a
wording change that has been causing legal
headaches for the New Mexico Department of
Health. This week, the school districts are
bucking a rule that allows students enrolled
in the state’s Medical Cannabis
Program to receive doses of marijuana
while on campus.

The medical changes bill
supports SB 204, “Medical
Marijuana in Schools,” which
gives qualified students access to
cannabis on school grounds as
long as it is administered by a
designated faculty member. The
bill received incredible support
from state lawmakers.

Now the state Public
Education Department is
looking down the barrel of an
Aug. 27 deadline for the new rule
to go into effect, and school
district leaders are suddenly crying
foul. According to the Albuquerque
Journal, Albuquerque Public Schools and Rio
Rancho Public Schools have submitted written
comment voicing concerns over some of the
new rule’s stipulations.

The spirit of the law isn’t under fire, but
district leaders say they are uncomfortable with
the notion of requiring staff members to
administer a federally banned substance.
Questions about liability have been raised.
There was also a concern that school nurses
could lose their licenses if they have anything
to do with administering cannabis. However,
the rule does not require that the designated
faculty member be a nurse. Sen. Jacob
Candelaria, who cosponsored SB 204, told
reporters that the districts are being “hyper-
technical.” “The statute clearly states that a
school district can authorize either school
personnel or a caregiver/parent to administer
medical cannabis to a student,” he said.

Districts are also nervous about the
allowance for exemptions in the rule.
According to PED, schools will be required to
follow the regulation unless they can provide
written proof that they will lose federal funding
if they do so. However, the law only requires
that a school “reasonably determine” that it will
lose federal funding.

Candelaria reportedly called their concerns
“overblown” and pointed out that the Trump
administration hasn’t gone after any agencies
involved in cannabis that operate in states
where its sale and use are legal.

“I support the PED rule because it further
clarifies that if a school district wants to deny
children, who need medical cannabis, their
constitutional right of a free education, they
should have damn good reason as to why,”
Candelaria said. 

PED says the rule hasn’t been finalized and it
is still considering its options.
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): When it came time to
write your horoscope, I was feeling unusually lazy. I
could barely summon enough energy to draw up the
planetary charts. I said a weak prayer to the
astrological muses, pleading, “Please don’t make me
work too hard to discover the message that Aries
people need to hear; just make the message appear in
my mind.” As if in response, a voice in my head said,
“Try bibliomancy.” So I strolled to my bookcase, shut
my eyes, pulled out the first book I felt, and went to a
random page. Here’s what I saw when I opened my
eyes: “The Taoist concept of wu-wei is the notion that
our creative active forces are dependent on and
nourished by inactivity; and that doing absolutely
nothing may be a good way to get something done.”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): There’s an old
Rosicrucian vow you might have fun trying out: “I
pledge to interpret every experience that comes my
way as a communication of God with my soul.” If you
carry out this intention with relaxed playfulness,
every bird song you hear is an emblem of Divine
thought; every eavesdropped conversation provides
hints of the Creator’s current mood; the shape that
spilled milk takes on your tabletop is an intimation of
eternity breaking into our time-gripped realm. In my
years of offering you advice, I have never before
suggested you try this exercise because I didn’t think
you were receptive. But I do now. (If you’re an atheist,
you can replace “God,” “Divine” and “Creator” with
“Life.”)

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Below are unheralded
gifts possessed by many Geminis but not commonly
identified by traditional astrologers: 1. a skill for
deprogramming yourself: for unlearning defunct
teachings that might otherwise interfere with your
ability to develop your highest potentials; 2. a sixth
sense about recognizing artificial motivations, then
shedding them; 3. a tendency to attract epiphanies
that show you why and how to break taboos that may
once have been necessary but aren’t any longer; 4. an
ability to avoid becoming overwhelmed and controlled
by situations you manage or supervise.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In 1993, I began writing a
book titled The Televisionary Oracle. By 1995, I had
generated over 2,000 pages of material that I didn’t
like. Although I was driven by a yearning to express
insights that had been welling up in me for a long time,
nothing about the work felt right. I was stuck. But
finally I discovered an approach that broke me free: I
started to articulate difficult truths about aspects of
my life about which I was embarrassed, puzzled, and
ashamed. Then everything fell into place. The process
that had been agonizing and fruitless became fluidic
and joyful. I recommend that you try this strategy to
dissolve any mental blocks you may be suffering from:
dive into and explore what makes you feel ashamed,
puzzled, or embarrassed. I bet it will lead to triumph
and fulfillment, as happened for me.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): I am overjoyed that you’re not
competing for easy rewards or comparing yourself to
the mediocre crowd. Some people in your sphere may
not be overjoyed, though. To those whose sense of
self isn’t strong, you may be like an itchy allergen;
they may accuse you of showing off or acting puffed
up. But freaks like me appreciate creative egotists like
you when you treat your personality as a work of art.
In my view, you’re a stirring example of how to be true
to one’s smartest passions. Keep up the good work!
Continue to have too much fun! I’m guessing that for
now you can get away with doing just about anything
you want as long as it doesn’t hurt anyone.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Let’s enjoy a moment of
poignant silence in honor of your expired illusions.
They were soulful mirages: full of misplaced idealism
and sweet ignorance and innocent
misunderstandings. Generous in ways you may not
yet realize, they exuded an agitated beauty that
aroused both courage and resourcefulness. Now, as
those illusions dissolve, they will begin to serve you
anew, turning into fertile compost for your next big
production.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Old rules and traditions
about how best to conduct intimate relationship are
breaking down. New rules are still incubating. Right now,
the details about how people express their needs to give
and receive love seem to be riddles for which there are
no correct answers. So what do you do? How do you
proceed with the necessary blend of confidence and
receptivity? Can you figure out flexible strategies for
being true both to your need for independence and your
need for interdependence? I bring these ruminations to
your attention, Libra, just in time for the “Transforming
Togetherness” phase of your cycle.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It’s time for your once-a-
year shout-out to your most audacious possibilities.
Ready? Go ahead and say, “Hallelujah! Hosanna!
Happiness! Hooray for my brilliant future!” Next, go
ahead and say, “I have more than enough power to
create my world in the image of my wisest dreams.” Now
do a dance of triumph and whisper to yourself, “I’m going
to make very sure I always know exactly what my wisest
dreams are.”

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): During the next three
weeks, I advise you to load up on copious amounts of
caffeine from Monday at 8 am until Friday at 6 pm Then
drastically cut back on the coffee and consume large
amounts of alcohol and/or marijuana from 6:01 pm on
Friday through 6 pm on Sunday. This is the ideal recipe
for success. JUST KIDDING! I lied. Here’s the truth,
Sagittarius: Astrological indicators suggest you would
benefit from making the coming weeks be the most
undrugged, alcohol-free time ever. Your potential for
achieving natural highs will be extraordinary, as will your
potential to generate crucial breakthroughs while
enjoying those natural highs. Take advantage!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): I don’t presume you
should or will gleefully embrace the assignment I’ll
propose. The task may indeed be too daunting for you to
manage right now. If that’s the case, don’t worry. You’ll
get another chance in a few months. But if you are
indeed ready for a breathtaking challenge, here it is: Be
a benevolent force of wild nature; be a tender dispenser
of creative destruction; be a bold servant of your soulful
dreams—as you demolish outmoded beliefs and
structures that have been keeping a crucial part of your
vitality shackled and latent.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): I have cast a feisty love
spell that will be triggered in anyone who reads the first
line of this horoscope. And since you have done that,
you are now becoming even smarter than you already
were about getting the most out of your intimate
alliances. You’re primed to experiment with the delights
of feeling with your head and thinking with your heart.
Soon you’ll be visited by revelations about any
unconscious glitches that might be subtly undermining
your togetherness, and you’ll get good ideas about how
to correct those glitches. Astrological rhythms will be
flowing in your relationships’ favor for the next seven
weeks!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): I estimate that about 25
percent of your fear results from your hesitation to love
as deeply and openly and bravely as you could. Another
13 percent originates in an inclination to mistake some
of your teachers for adversaries, and 21 percent from
your reluctance to negotiate with the misunderstood
monsters in your closet. But I suspect that fully 37
percent of your fear comes from the free-floating angst
that you telepathically absorb from the other 7.69 billion
humans on our planet. So what about the remaining four
percent? Is that based on real risks and worth paying
attention to? Yes! And the coming weeks will be an
excellent time to make progress in diminishing its hold
on you. a

HOMEWORK: MAKE A PLAYFUL EFFORT TO CHANGE

SOMETHING YOU’VE ALWAYS ASSUMED YOU COULD

NEVER CHANGE. FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

Building the Cannatopia
Creating our future for the cannabis and hemp industry.

alibi.com

$10 General Admission

$5 w/ Medical Cannabis Card

For booth inquiries
email advertising@alibi.com

presents

SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO

CANNABIS EXPO

November 1, 2019
 Noon-5pm

at the Las Cruces 

Convention Center



General Services

w
PARANORMAL

INVESTIGATIONS Have
activity and need answers?
HORNS can help. 505-985-
9708
www.hornsparanormal.com

Handyman Services

7STAR ELECTRIC - AIR COND

EE98-MM98-GB98-License
353730 Elect - Air Cond- Cold
Air - Swamp - Plumb - Gas -
Heat Installs. Fix. Repair.
Troubleshoot
www.AlbuquerqueElectricicans.
net Mike Bell/Owner -
505.239.3573

7 STAR ELECT - AIR COND!! FIX
ALL TYPES OF AIR
COND!!,SWAMP, ALL

ELECTRICAL, GAS,Plumb. Mike
Bell/Owner 505-239-3573
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST

STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &
FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

Are you in art school, art
group or private studio in
need of a reliable drawing
figure model? If so call Jay
505-294-4434

ROOFERS WANTED National
Roofing is looking to hire 60
roofers immediately! We offer
steady work, comprehensive
benefits, generous weekly
compensation, paid time off,
and more importantly a great

Apartments for Rent

FOR RENT 2 BDRM 1 BTH.
Near Central & Wyoming.
Dwnstrs apt. $575 + DD.
(505)480-5315.

Quiet, Sober, Single male for
convenient apartment
$445/month & deposit (2BD,
2BA, Parking, AC, and more)
359-0525

MOVE IN TODAY! Fully
Furnished Studio Apartments –
no credit check & no lease
req. Call Now: 505-225-2673

LOW RATES! Fully furnished
studios. FREE utilities. NO

place to work! Our employees
are our most valuable assets,
we aim to provide a fun, safe
and caring work environment.
To apply, call 505-883-3000
or visit
nationalroofing.com/careers

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI

CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-6806

Gigs/Show Flyers

STEVE ROACH LIVE SANTA FE

Electronic Music Pioneer STEVE
ROACH, live at Paradiso, Santa
Fe. Tickets @ Eventbrite. Sept.
21-22 only.
Music@earwaves.net. Will sell
out soon! An analogue synth
legend!

PATRON AT THE GAS STATION

We were two hungover chicks gassing up our whip to go

drink in El Paso for the night. You were an attractive man

hanging out the window of an escalade taking shots of

patron and using something out of a whataburger cup as

a chaser. I said “that’s what’s up” as I pulled out of the lot

and you gave me a smile. Texas was lame should have

just chilled with you

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Gas station at San Pedro and Lomas on

8/2/2019.

ANGEL IN A BLUE DRESS

Summer fest Nob Hill, you were posted in front of

2Fools looking devilishly delicious in a Royal Blue dress.

We can watch a moon rise whenever you wish.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Sufferfest Nob Hill on 7/20/2019.

HANDSOME BOUNCER DOWNTOWN
Gorgeous bald security guard w ith tattoos at Cake’s

grand opening night. Smoked a cigarette with me and

chatted for a few minutes. Didn’t catch your name

though. Would enjoy meeting you again for a drink

sometime?

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Cake Nightclub on 7/12/2019.

A GOOD GUINNESS ON A BAD DAY
I ordered an avocado taco, even though I am not a
vegetarian. You looked suave in an asthmatic way. A
smile as intoxicating as an entire bottle of Apple
Puckers. Your laughter gave my heart the old one-two.
could you be the Jim to my Pam? Only 3 am will tell. For
now, I sit under the hackberry tree and contemplate the
uncertain future. Can we find the future in a photo
booth? Can love save the world? Will you slow dance
with me again?
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: Sister on 7/7/2019.

GIRL GAVE ME A GRAPE SODA
You ask me if I smoked. I was at circle R working on a

vehicle. I wanted to, but couldn’t go with you. It was a

bad time, but hoping to reconnect with you because I

thought you were pretty cool. Maybe we could

match?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Carlisle and Comanche.

AND I SAW HER STANDING THERE!
You were standing at Candelaria near Moon around
5:00 today! I was riding my motorcycle and when I
saw your smile, my heart actually skipped a few
beats. I mouthed “Hello” to you and you smiled!
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Corner of Candelaria near Moon on 7/5/2019.

CREDIT CHECK. Call now &
move in today: 505-225-1216

NEWLY RENOVATED furnished
studios. Laundry Onsite. Cable
& Utilities INCLUDED. Call
now: 505-226-6932
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Body & Soul
Licensed Massage

MASSAGE BY PATTERSON

Relaxing full body massage.
$60/hr $80/90mins. 805
San Pedro SE. Appt 505-385-
6429. LMT#5767.

MASSAGE THERAPY

WELLNESS Massage
Therapist with a small very
clean studio offering
massage six days a week
9am until 6pm Monday

threw Saturday close to
downtown and Nob Hill call
to schedule an appointment
(505) 295-9458 mtl #9993 
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Across

1 Door piece

5 “Good Eats” host Brown

10 Geometric art style

14 Miscellany

15 Jordan heard in “Toy Story

4”

16 Island WNW of Molokai

17 Speedometer locations

19 Sandpaper grade

20 Song starter

21 Oktoberfest snack

23 Language suffix

24 2006 Nintendo debut

26 High-priced Japanese beef

29 Part of the French

Revolution noted for guillotines

34 Brad’s “Once Upon a Time

in Hollywood” costar

35 New Zealander, informally

36 Workout unit

37 Corner office occupant

40 Pageant wear

42 Kiddo

43 Waze, for one

44 ___ Bizkit

45 Intelligence-gathering org.

47 Cheerleader’s equivalent to

“jazz hands”

51 Willamette University locale

52 Positive vote

53 “Barry” network

56 Canadian beer orders

60 Word after trade or credit

62 Pro sports org. with teams

whose names begin the four

theme entries

64 Annual June celebration

66 Leave suddenly

67 Like almost all music

68 ___ noire (fearsome thing)

69 Overly ornate

70 “Thong Song” performer

71 Georgia used to be part of it

Down

1 “Hotel Artemis” star Foster

2 Alda and Arkin, for two

3 Title that’s usually

abbreviated

4 1922 physics Nobelist Niels

5 GI’s address

6 “___ lizards!” (comment from

Annie)

7 Oreg., formerly

8 “Ye” follower, sometimes

9 Fit like Russian dolls

10 Folded-over page corner

11 Tea flavored with bergamot

12 Life force

13 On loan

18 Ziggy Stardust’s alter ego

22 Two, to Tom Tykwer

25 Outfielder’s yell

27 Part of NYSE

28 Instinctive impulse

30 Golfer Ernie

31 Giraffe-like creature

32 Christmas tree type

33 Like some country songs

37 Les Claypool’s instrument

38 “___ Gangnam style ...”

39 Tells a secret

41 Global currency org.

42 Steamrolled stuff

44 Life partner?

46 No-___ (gnat)

48 “Are you kidding me?”

49 Where Microsoft trades

50 Polishes

54 Bertie ___ Every Flavour

Beans (“Harry Potter” candy)

55 “___ Majesty’s Secret

Service”

57 Units with nos.

58 “Star Trek” counselor

Deanna

59 Sardine containers

61 Celebrity chef Matsuhisa, or

his restaurant

62 Pelicans’ gp.

63 Kids’ card game for two

65 “Xanadu” group, initially

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Kickin’ It Around”—visualize your goals.
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